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Összefoglaló

Ez a Ph.D. tézis némely, az ipari ütemezésben használt redundancia kiszűréséről szól. Ez nem egy 

l'art  pour l'art értekezés -  a  redundanciák kiszűrése nélkül  az összetolható ütemezések (Joinable 

Schedules)  megtalálása még kis  problémák esetén is  akkora feladat,  amely túlmutat az elérhető 

számítókapacitás  határain.  A  redundanciák  kiszűrése  után  viszont  ezek  a  problémák  sokkal 

egyszerűbben végigjárhatóak és így könnyebben megoldhatóak.

A tézisfüzet, amelyet nulladik fejezetnek tekintek, összefoglalja az eredményeimet és áttekinti a 

disszertáció lényegesebb eredményeit. Először ennek átolvasását javaslom.

Az első fejezet bevezető az ütemezések világába a keresési  terek bejárásán keresztül,  egyben 

áttekintve a területet és ismertetve a szóhasználatot.

A második fejezetben egy SIMONEK1-nek nevezett erőforrás-akció-kényszer modellt mutatok be, 

amely a későbbiekben leírt problémáknak és algoritmusoknak biztosít keretrendszert és hátteret.

A harmadik fejezetben valós problémákat transzformálok SIMONEK modellekké oly módon, 

amellyel  egyben  konstruktívan  bizonyítom  a  SIMONEK  modellek  leíró  erejét,  bizonyítva  a 

keretrendszer hasznosságát.

A negyedik fejezetben a zéró hurkokkal és az egyazon hatású akció-sorozatokkal foglalkozok, 

amelyek azon redundancia formái, amelyek felfújva a keresési teret exponenciálisan nehezítik meg az 

ütemezési problémáinkat.

Az ötödik fejezetben ILP modellek SIMONEK modellekké történő automatikus transzformációját 

mutatom be, egyben bizonyítva azt is, hogy SIMONEK modellek felülről kompatibilisek egyszerű 

modellekkel, ami  a  hierarchikus ütemezési  modellek miatt  is  fontos.  A transzformációkat úgy 

konstruálom meg, hogy a redundanciát is eltávolítsák a modellből.

A hatodik fejezetben a Forfex-algoritmust mutatom be, amely nemcsak automatikusan megtalálja 

és  kiszűri  a  redundanciákat, hanem  egyben  a  generátor  elemek  felhasználó-barát szimbolikus 

struktúrában is ábrázolja azokat.

A hetedik fejezetben az összetolható ütemezésekkel foglalkozom és három olyan, az összetolható 

ütemezésekhez kifejlesztett tesztet mutatok be, amelyek kényszerterjesztéssel csökkentik a keresési 

teret, akár több nagyságrenddel is. Olyan további ütemezéseket is bemutatok, amelyek hatékonyság 

szempontjából  egyenértékűek  az  összetolható  ütemezésekkel  és  az  összetolható  ütemezések 

definíciójában fellelhető redundanciát használják ki.

A nyolcadik  fejezetben példákon  keresztül  mutatom be  a  SIMONEK-et  és  az  összetolható 

ütemezéseket.

A kilencedik fejezetben explicit felsorolom a téziseimet, amelyet a konklúzió, majd a tézisekhez 

kapcsolódó publikációk felsorolása követ, végül a példákat adom meg a függelékben.
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Abstract

This Ph.D. thesis is about removing redundancies from some models used in scheduling. This is 

not a l'art pour l'art1 work - without removing them, finding a Joinable Schedule even for simple 

problems is a task so huge that it is beyond currently available computing power. With removing these 

redundancies, however, the problems become much easier to explore and thus, solvable.

The thesis booklet, which I think of as "Chapter 0", summarizes my results and gives an overview 

on the dissertation's most important results. I suggest the reader starts with the booklet first.

Chapter 1 introduces the world of scheduling warped around the exploration of search spaces, and 

solving, giving an overview and introducing terminology.

In chapter 2, a resource-action-constraint model called SIMONEK2 is presented to provide the 

necessary framework and background for the algorithms and problems explained later.

In  chapter 3,  real-world problems are transformed into  SIMONEK models in  ways that  are 

constructive proofs of the expressive power of SIMONEK, proving the usability of the framework.

Chapter  4  deals  with  zero  loops  and  equal-effect  action  sequences,  which  are  forms  of 

redundancies that are blowing up our search space, thus making our task exponentially harder.

Chapter 5 is about automatically transforming ILP models to SIMONEK models to prove that 

SIMONEK is upward compatible with simple models, which is important at least because of the 

higher levels of scheduling in hierarchical scheduling. The transformation is constructed in a way that 

the redundancies are removed from the model.

Chapter 6  describes the  Forfex-algorithm, which  is  not  only  able  to  automatically  find  the 

redundancies and  eliminate them,  but  also  presents  the  generator elements in  a  human-friendly 

symbolic structure.

Chapter 7 deals with Joinable Schedules and provides three tests specific to Joinable Schedules, 

which  are  based  on  constraint  propagation  and  are  reducing  the  search space  by  magnitudes. 

Schedules that are equivalent to Joinable Schedules in efficiency are defined using the redundancies 

in the original definition of Joinable Schedules.

Chapter 8 leads through detailed examples for SIMONEK and joinable schedules.

Chapter 9 explicitly lists the theses of the Author, which is followed by the conclusion and the 

publications connected to the theses.

Example definitions are given in the Appendix.

1 Art for art's sake - doing something just because it is enjoyable, without goals or destiny
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1.   Introduction

Scheduling  problems,  more  specifically  production  scheduling  problems 

represent a very interesting and fruitful niche of Applied Mathematics and ICT1, 

with a touch of AI2, OR3 and CAP/CAM4. Because of the nature of industry, the 

fruits of industrial research are often kept confidential, if not secret, in order to 

maintain the advantage over competitors.

Different  approaches for  the  same  non-trivial  problem  result  in  different 

solutions - missing deadlines, increased productivity and reduced costs being the 

most typical differences. A single percent of productivity (in the go/no go cases of 

deadlines) may change success to failure, especially if the production capacity is 

only moderately larger than the required production.

1.1.  Introduction to scheduling problems

Scheduling problems are as colorful as a rainbow - and almost as hard to grasp. 

Minor  changes in  the  problem specification may make modeling  the  problem 

ineffective or even impossible in a given modeling language -  hence,  there are 

numerous  different  modeling  languages,  mathematical  tools  and  simulation 

environments. One may say "a scheduling problem is trivial if it can be effectively 

solved in two different modeling systems" and that "a modeling system is feasible 

for a given problem if we don't need to rewrite the whole software to solve the 

problem".

1.1.a. The trivial case

In  the  industries  where  production  is  trivially  parallelizable5,  like  the 

SETI@HOME project, there is no need for such methodology - simply connecting 

more computers will increase the productivity.

1.1.b. The non-trivial case

In other industries, like PCB6 manufacturing, the profit margin - compared to 

the  cost  of  equipment  -  is  so  low  that  buying  new equipment  is  practically 

1 Information / Communication Technologies
2 Artificial Intelligence
3 Operations Research
4 Computer Aided Production/Manufacturing
5 trivially parallelizable as in http://daugerresearch.com/vault/parallelization.shtml
6 Printed Circuit Board
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impossible.  Thus,  in  PCB  manufacturing,  great  efforts  are  made  to  increase 

productivity with a given set of machinery, as this increment is observed as "clean 

profit". For example, if 200 components (capacitors, resistors, LEDs, etc.) are to be 

mounted on a single PCB with a machinery that has only one soldering tool1, there 

are  200! different plans (200! differently ordered soldering sequences). The time 

needed to fit a particular component depends on the type of the previously fitted 

component (the  tool  may  need  to  be  reloaded), on  the  previous  component's 

location (the tool must  be moved to the new location) and on the components 

previously fixed (the path of the tool may differ). The unit production time (total 

time needed to fix all components) is to be minimalized as the number of units 

produced on the given machinery is the reciprocal of the unit production time. This 

problem is NP-hard problem2, as an example of an (Euclidean) bottleneck traveling 

salesman problem. What is more, the number of components is increasing year-to-

year as more and more complex PCBs are designed and manufactured. The optimal 

scheduling plan is the ideal goal - plans that yield one to five percent less units than 

the optimal scheduling are considered "good enough" and any plan that is better 

than the current plan is a "good" plan.

1.1.c. The interesting cases

SETI@HOME and  PCB  manufacturing have  something  in  common:  the 

produced units are identical from the production viewpoint. In the interesting cases, 

the units  to  be produced are different  -  as  in  small computer assembly shops, 

batches of identical units are rare as units are highly customized and components 

are replaced by their successors every few months. In direct-build assembly, each 

unit  is customized from a number of options3 by the end user - thus, there are 

several different single-unit batches.

In PCB manufacturing, components and units do not perish - in food industry, if 

a  particular components  is  not used within a certain period after production, it 

becomes valueless waste4.  Thus,  in  interesting  cases, there might  be  deadlines 

created on-the-fly.

1 which is capable only of soldering a single component
2 According to Wikipedia.
3 There are websites from which you can order a laptop and customize it in twelve steps.
4 Or, at least, a less valuable component, as spoiled milk can still be used to produce yoghurt or cheese.
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In medicine production, each and every machinery used to process a certain 

substance must be throughly cleaned, except for special cases1.

Flexible manufacturing  cells  offer  much  more  to  model  -  there  might  be 

different machines that are able to process the same part but need a different amount 

of time to do so.

Different parts might need to be assembled to a single part and a single part 

might need to be disassembled to several parts in the manufacturing process. Some 

tasks can be interrupted and resumed later, while others cannot. In a large enough 

production  plant,  the  physical  distance  between  the  cells  might  need  to  be 

considered.

Some processes might have non-deterministic behavior - and even if they can be 

modeled deterministically on a higher level thanks to the law of large numbers, on 

lower levels, it still behaves non-deterministically.

And, of course, there are dependency graphs between the processes, and these 

dependency graphs might even contain conditional dependencies.

1.2.  Introduction to scheduling

My teacher, György Pongor, once said "Now, I will teach you how to program a 

computer and play the piano - all you have to do is to press the right buttons at the 

right time!". Similarly, scheduling is the process of allocating the right resources to 

the right tasks at the right time.

1.2.a. "Side effects" of scheduling

Of course, the number of resources and the timeframe of allocation, as a side 

effect, explicitly results in an ordering of the tasks, a parallelization of the tasks, and 

the feasibility of the tasks, which explicitly leads to met, partially met and missed 

goals. Scheduling can be done by algorithms, as in the theory of scheduling, and by 

intuition or common sense, as in the art of scheduling. The former is our scope.

1.2.b. Approaches to scheduling

[1] states that "static  scheduling problems are usually NP hard." -  just  like 

Integer Programming, which is not a coincidence, as many scheduling problems can 

be  transformed  into  Integer  Linear  Programming  problems.  Many  books  on 

1 Which are out of the scope of this work.
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scheduling, like [2] and [3] describes general problems and general algorithms for 

many scheduling problems - and although many problems can be solved with these 

algorithms, there is plenty of problems left for specialized algorithms.

An example for such specialized algorithms are the lot streaming algorithms for 

flow shops, for which up to date information can be found in [4], even though it 

was mentioned in  [5]  in  the  previous century1. [6]  provides a  new aspect  for 

automatic lot streaming with a self-organizing solution - even though the Hybrid 

Dynamical Approach is not in the scope of this dissertation. For job shops, which 

can be viewed as a generalization of flow shops, there are fresh results in [7], yet 

this field is far from being exhausted - [8] states that "Many researchers studied the 

scheduling problems with Lot  Streaming, but  most  literature of  Lot  Streaming 

problems focuses on the Flow Shop System (FSS), Job Shop System (JSS) have 

received much less attention". Amongst others, this dissertation deals with job-shop 

lot streaming through the Joinable Schedules introduced later.

Many different approaches exist for these specialized problems - for example, 

[9]  and  [10]  have  quite  different  approaches,  although  both  are  fresh  PhD 

dissertations.  [9] provides a  nice overview of the current State-of-the art,  even 

though classics like [2] are reprinted after 40 years and some, like [11] are still in 

use.

Another result  in this  dissertation is the SIMONEK model, introduced later, 

which is a modeling language similar to Petri-nets or Integer Linear Programming 

problem  definitions.  SIMONEK  models  can  be  executed  in  JISIMONEK, 

introduced later, which is, in some senses, similar to ILOG OPL or to the VITAL of 

MTA SZTAKI.

1.2.c. Levels of scheduling

There are many terminologies in the multidisciplinary field of scheduling. In 

this dissertation, we will use a three-level hierarchical scheduling model as follows.

1 http://www.nhh.no/Admin/Public/DWSDownload.aspx?File=%2FFiles%2FFiler%2Finstitutter%2Ffor%2Fdp%2F1999%
2F0799.pdf
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Figure 1a – The hierarchical scheduling model used

Scheduling is done on three levels, namely  strategic (or long term),  tactical 

(medium-term),  and  operational (short-term),  as  evaluated in  [9].  A practical 

interpretation of these levels is "Can it be solved?", "What needs to be done?" and 

"What to do exactly?". Naturally,  results of scheduling on a certain level affect 

other levels. In production environments, strategic scheduling yields a "five year 

plan", tactical scheduling yields a "quarter-year plan" and operational scheduling 

yields a "weekly plan" or a "daily plan". Although the different levels are often 

portrayed as  the  same scheduling  problem with  a  different event  horizon, the 

algorithms behind the scheduler are quite different.

In  our  PCB,  strategic  planning  means the  decision  whether  to  buy a  new 

soldering machine. Tactical planning means that a certain order might be rejected as 

there is not enough production capacity because no new soldering machine was 

bought. Operational planning means that the exact number of parts to be produced 

is compiled for a given day. The actual soldering is in the  Real-time execution 

control level also referenced in [9].
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The step called plan making is in our focus in this dissertation. This step is a 

part of the "scheduling" or the "operational scheduling" level, and turns abstract 

intervals into a plan, a list of exact steps, a plan that can be executed by mindless 

machines and unqualified workers alike.

1.2.d. The partitioning effect of the levels of scheduling

Strategic planning partitions the problem into overlapping sub-problems on the 

tactical  level  and  tactical  planning  partitions  the  problem  into  overlapping 

sub-problems on the operational level. As a primary advantage, this partitioning 

may  result  in  disjunct1 partitions,  thus  reducing  the  size  of  the  sub-problems 

considerably, sometimes even making them optimally solvable.

1.2.e. Some well known scheduling algorithms

Scheduling algorithms vary in complexity and approach from the trivial FIFO2 

to  the  multi-level  priority  scheduling  in  the  Linux  kernel  and  are  present  in 

numerous ICT systems - our main scope is the operational planning level. Even the 

sheer number of the scheduling algorithms is dizzying, not to mention the different 

fields of theory (control theory, linear programming, graph theory, combinatorics, 

constraint  programming,  queuing theory,  soft  computing, to  name a  few) that 

provide the mathematical background of these scheduler algorithms. However, they 

all exist because of a need for algorithms that can solve or optimize the solution of a 

given problem.

1.2.f. A need for schedulers

Let us consider a problem that is already solved on the strategic level by LP3, 

resulting in a "possible and feasible, but tight" solution and solved on the tactical 

level by MILP4, resulting in "possible, no shortages and must be started not later 

than in three hours" solution but not solved on the operational level. By using our 

modeling language5,  we  build  a  model  of  the  problem,  incorporating  prices, 

resources, machines, etc.. This problem is then fed to an operational scheduling 

problem solver algorithm to be solved, partially solved or rejected as impossible.

1 Disjunct in time or disjunct in resources
2 First In, First Out
3 Linear Programming
4 Mixed Integer (rational) Linear Programming
5 described later
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1.3.  Introduction to scheduling problem solvers

Scheduling problem solvers or simply schedulers are algorithms that are fed 

with an input model and produce a plan or a rejection within a feasible timeframe.

1.3.a. Scheduling terminology

There are several terminologies in scheduling theory, as it is an interdisciplinary 

field. Different implementations contain different sets of features - so I will use and 

define a terminology which is consistent throughout this dissertation.

If we are to apply scheduling to a  fully specified input case, and this case is 

formulated in a  scheduling input language,  it  is called a  problem.  The problem 

contains resources (or state variables or attributes), each having a current value. In 

the initial state (or beginning state), all current values are equal to the initial values, 

which are defined in the problem. The current value of the resources (and in some 

models, the number and order of actions executed) differentiates the current state 

(or current instance) from other states (or instances or places or vertexes or nodes).

Actions (or transitions or edges) may change the current values when executed 

(or followed or activated), but may be executed only if a set of  constraints (or 

criteria or guards or equalities) are met. 

Constraints  are a set of conditions on the current resource values and must be 

true for all states. States that do not meet the constraints are invalid states.

The goals (or target resources) are a set of conditions on the current resource 

values that are met in and only in the final states (or end states) - thus, any state 

meeting the goals is a final state1. Goals may be  boolean goals or  quality goals. 

While  boolean goals  only differentiate  final  and non-final  states,  quality  goals 

define a  minimum goal and some kind of  value function (or goodness), which 

evaluates the quality (or profit of goodness) of the plan.

Resources, actions and constraints can take many forms - for example, in a Petri 

net, the tokens or the token distribution are resources, the firing of transitions are 

actions and the transitions define constraints. Similarly, in ILP2, the variables are 

resources, the  inequalities  are  constraints,  the  actions  increase or  decrease the 

variable's values and the goals are defined by the minimalization3 criteria.

1 There may be several final states in a plan, and the last state in any plan must be a final state.
2 Integer Linear Programming
3 or maximalization
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A plan (or execution plan or solution) is a sequence of actions that takes the 

problem from the initial state to a final state. If a plan includes any invalid states, it 

is an invalid plan.

As actions can be mapped to resources, action constraints may be mapped to 

equivalent resource constraint, so I will not deal with action constraints.

A solver (or scheduler or allocator) is an algorithm or program that is capable1 

of  finding (or creating) valid plans for a problem, if there are such valid plans. If 

there are no valid solutions for the problem, the solver should reject the problem. As 

soon as a valid solution is found, the plan is proved to be solvable, yet, until all 

solution attempts fail, a plan is not proved to be unsolvable. In practice, due to the 

size of the problems, this can lead to semidecidable problems.

1.3.b. Scheduler input models

The input model contains the resources (variables) of the problem, the goals and 

priorities (equalities) and the constraints and limits (equalities).

Well-known input models include the textual MPS (Mathematical Programming 

System) format created by IBM for punch-card based linear programming2,  the 

CPM3 visualization of dependency graphs and the GUI of Microsoft Project.

Variables  are  typically  modeled as  rational or  integer numbers, with  some 

out-of-scope input languages that allow more complex structures.

Goals, priorities, constraints and limits are modeled in very colorful ways, from 

equalities to visualized dependencies on a complex GUI.

1.3.c. Rejection and resulting plans

Problems with "too many" solutions are under-constrained problems. This is a 

sign of an underspecified problem, which will  have many similar or practically 

equivalent solutions. If there is no valid solution for the given problem, the problem 

is over-constrained and the result of the run will always be a rejection or a timeout. 

In the case of a rejection, a detailed list of contradictions or a list of extra resources 

needed to fulfill the goals4 may be provided. 

If the solver is able to find at least one valid solution in the given timeframe, the 

solver returns the plans (or the best plan) found, and, optionally, the plan variants. If 
1 In an infinite timeframe
2 According to Wikipedia and http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/mps-format.htm
3 Critical Path Method - see also PERT (Program/Project Evaluation and Review Technique)
4 In some problems, extra resources can be easily acquired. In other problems, it is practically impossible to acquire them.
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the solver is not able to evaluate all possible plans in the given timeframe, it times 

out, informing the user that the found solution may not be optimal, or time out and 

return no solution.

The timeframe is  typically set  by  some real-world deadline  and cannot  be 

changed, thus it can be used to distinguish between good and bad1 solvers.

1.3.d. Good and bad solvers (for the given problem)

Having  multiple  solvers,  the  ones  that  find  valid  solutions  in  the  given 

timeframe are  considered to  be  good solvers,  while  the  ones  that  do  not  are 

considered to be bad solvers.

If multiple solvers find solutions for the problem in the given timeframe, we can 

compare the solutions, and the solvers with the best plans are the best solvers.

If (pseudo)random methods are used in the solvers, the goodness of a solver 

might be evaluated after the statistical analysis on a number of runs. 

A solver that is bad for a given problem might be good for another problem.

1.4.  Humans and machines in solving

Humans and computers2 are both capable of making plans. Humans generally 

have a lower initial cost and high levels of abstraction, and until the last decade, 

computing power was so expensive that in many cases3 it was infeasible to generate 

plans by computers because of the algorithmic complexity.  Then, one day,  in a 

complex game, a computer beat a human called Kasparov.

Computing power became so cheap that it is cheaper to use a DSPs4 in music 

players than analogue components. It is cheap enough to permit Linux distributions 

to compile Gigabytes of source code during installation5, "wasting" more computing 

power on a single installation than what was available to crack the Enigma6 during 

World War II7.

On the other hand, engineers seem to become more and more dependent on their 

computers - they are not able to do their  job without a computer anymore.

1 for the given problem
2 Computer softwares implementing algorithms
3 Military, aviation, and space projects excluded
4 Digital Signal Processors
5 Namely, a full Gentoo system
6 The secret German crypto-typewriter
7 Author's estimation, based on  http://www.tnmoc.co.uk/cipher7.htm
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Thus, if current trends continue, it is reasonable to assume that more and more 

plans will be made by algorithms - supposedly just like compilers took the jobs of 

assembly programmers.

In low-volume, low-standardization production systems, as in Make-To-Order 

systems1,  there are many plans to  make,  with  the costs  and time being rather 

limited. In such systems, ad-hoc solutions, rules of thumbs and instincts provide 

plans that are considered to be "good enough", even though a proper algorithm 

could quickly provide better plans, increasing productivity and/or profit. 

1.5.  Solving, as exploration of the state space

Having only a finite number of resources, even if all resources have a non-finite 

domain, we can imagine our model as a finite-dimension infinite vector space, with 

the initial state colored blue, the goal states colored green, and invalid states colored 

red2. We can imagine our actions as directed transitions that connect the colored 

states,  formulating a  huge web, with the enabled actions in  black, the disabled 

actions actions in gray and the invalid actions in red. This is our imaginary state 

space, as presented in Figure 1b.

Figure 1b – A graphical representation of a RAC problem

We would like to take a walk from the blue state to any green state without 

stepping on any red states or red transitions. This seems easy: we choose non-red 

transitions that lead to a non-red state, walk on it and repeat this process until we 

1 also referred to as Jumbled Flow and Job Shop systems
2 For the sake of simplicity, we omit invalid initial states and invalid final states
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reach a green state. All we have to do is to a) always select the transition that is best 

for us, b) find the best green state, c) make sure that there is a way from the blue 

state to any green state, d) never stuck in a circle and e) finish our walk before time 

runs out. And imagine that we cannot see the graph from the above, just the actual 

node and the transitions starting from this node.

1.5.a. Finding the best final state

Finding the best final state(s) may not be trivial - having our initial model, we 

might be able to calculate the number of valid final states, maybe even evaluate 

their values - but generally we do not know which ones are reachable and which 

ones are not. So as we do not know which green states we are going for, we have to 

try all of the reachable states to find the best. That is, we need to implement a full 

state space search, unless we can prove that all remaining green nodes are worse 

than the ones we already have found.

1.5.b. Making sure that at least one final state is reachable

A good way to prove that a  certain  final  state is  reachable is  to reach that 

specific final state. A good way to prove that at least one final state is reachable is to 

reach a final state. For specific problems, other proofs can also be used, but for 

general  problems,  this  very  simple  and  robust  approach is  always  available. 

Unfortunately, if there is no reachable final state, the attempt will require us to 

explore the whole search space to prove that there is no reachable final state. 

1.5.c. Finding the best transition

Always selecting  the  best  transition  is  very easy in  certain situations1 and 

practically  impossible in  interesting problems2.  It  might  be necessary to try all 

transitions first and decide which the best choice in retrospect was. To do so, solvers 

need a memory (or stack) and methods to copy (or clone) their current state (or 

problem instance). When the solver is faced with a choice in transitions, it pushes 

some3 clones of the current state to the stack and follows a valid transition - and 

later pulls the clones from the stack and follows the other transitions. When the 

stack becomes empty, the search is finished.

1 if there is only one transition from the current state
2 If it is not practically impossible, the problem is not interesting anymore for us.
3 Minimum 1, maximum the number of transitions that are not red and does not lead to a red state, minus one
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If we do not keep track of the transitions chosen so far, we can identify our 

location only by the amount of the resources in the current state - but this is enough 

to find out that we already visited the given state, which means that we walked in a 

circle. To do so, we need to store all visited states1 - so we can identify the states 

already visited. It would be even better if we recognized the circles before walking 

them, or at least, if we could recognize a type of circle after we walk the first 

instance of the circle.

Uninformed search technologies (as DFS2, BrFS3 or RS4) try to find the best 

transition by trying all of them blindly, in different order. Moreover, an informed (or 

guided) solver, like the A* search5, chooses the transition with the highest estimated 

value (defined by the heuristics), after pushing the copies. So, if the heuristics are 

perfect and the transitions are such, the solver will find the best solution first.

1.5.d. The exploding search space

The size of the search space depends on the number and domain of the state 

variables (the  resources). Of  course,  large  parts  of  this  search space  may  be 

unreachable, may be invalid or may be inferior to some swiftly found solutions - 

yet, it may be so huge that in the given timeframe, with the given CPU6, it is not 

fully explorable.

It is often more feasible to consider that the number of transitions from any state 

is limited by the number of actions available in the model, which is referred to as 

the maximum branching factor.  In the cases when there is  a  sane limit  on the 

maximum number of actions executed (referred to as maximum step number) in any 

plan7, the reachable search space cannot be greater than the maximum branching 

factor on the power of the maximum step number. When the maximum branching 

factor and/or maximum step number increases and the solver cannot explore this 

reachable part of the search space anymore, the search space "explodes". In this 

case, the solver cannot explore the full search space, so it cannot be sure that it 

found the best solution, unless it can reduce the search space.

1 Or at least, their hash or fingerprint
2 Depth-First Search
3 Breadth-First Search
4 Random Search
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A*_search_algorithm
6 and given programming language, given compiler, given operating system, given system memory, etc.
7 Like, maximum 80 steps for a 8-hour plan with the granularity of 10 minutes.
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1.5.e. Reducing the search space

If we want to explore the search space swiftly, one of the useful methods is to 

reduce the search space, so there is less to explore. All we have to do is to invalidate 

the states which cannot lead to a solution that is better than or equal to1 a solution 

that is reachable from the initial state. There are two methods to do so: to invalidate 

states that cannot lead to a valid solution and to find a pretty good solution and 

invalidate states that cannot lead to any better or equal solutions. The best would be, 

of course, to find the best solution first and prove that it is the best solution, then to 

drop all other possible solutions.

Constraints are very practical for such invalidation - if we have some constraints 

that  already invalidate  some states,  by  combining  them,  we might be  able  to 

invalidate other states. A simple real-world  example for  constraint  propagation 

could be "if I cannot earn more than ten dollars a day and I have twenty dollars now 

and I need fifty dollars tomorrow, I have already failed".

1 This is required only if we need the solution variants - but even if we do not, we have to take care out not to invalidate 
our best solutions found so far as it might be reachable from the current state.
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2.   SIMONEK model

This chapter is about SIMONEK1 - as it is a mathematical tool, there are many 

details in this chapter, so those with an interest in the practical side should read this 

chapter in  parallel  with  the  chapter "A SIMONEK example". JISIMONEK2,  a 

software implementation of the SIMONEK modeling language is also introduced in 

this chapter, with examples at the end of the chapter.

SIMONEK models are resource-action-constraint models, having only integer 

resources. Having only integer resources sounds like a simplification, but it is not 

necessarily so - although LP is well known, it is less known that by "restricting" 

resource values from rational numbers to integer numbers, the complexity of linear 

programming increases from P to NP-hard, as in [12], although those with interest 

in the matter might prefer [13], [14] or [15]. This increasing complexity may be 

viewed as  an  effect  of  the  increasing number of  branching  points  -  in  RLP3, 

potential branching points are only present on the edges and vertexes of the hull 

defined by the equalities while in ILP, every integer value of every variable is a 

potential branching point. One might even say that "IP is a better abbreviation as 

Integers remove Linear from Programming"4, even though the word "linear" is there 

for the objective functions.

SIMONEK takes one step further on this road - even more nonlinearities are 

introduced by the complex constraints and by the soft limits on variables - thus 

having  a  quite  complex,  but  very  powerful  modeling  language  designed  for 

operational  level scheduling solvers' input  language, and is  able to  answer the 

"What are the exact steps needed to reach the goal?" after the "Can it be done?" 

question is answered by LP/ILP/MILP5 solvers. SIMONEK is in the shady area 

between  the  combinatorics6 of  mathematical  theory,  the  Mathematical 

Programming7 of Applied Mathematics, and the planning8 algorithms of Artificial 

1 SImulation and MOdeling NEtworK
2 Java Implementation of SIMONEK
3 Rational Linear Programming - or non-integer non-mixed LP
4 albeit there is an Internet Protocol and an Intellectual Property as IP already
5 Linear Programming, Integer Linear Programming, Mixed Integer (/ Rational) Linear Programming
6 combinatorial optimization, computational complexity theory
7 search space, cost function, convexity 
8 strategic planning, scheduling, intelligent agents
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Intelligence. SIMONEK solvers rely on constraint propagation9, branch-and-bound 

and on the complete exploration of the search space. 

The name SIMONEK might not be the most exact name for such a model, but it 

is easy to remember, can be found with search and reminds us S1M0NE.

2.1.  Reasons to exist

There are many details in scheduling which are hard, if not impossible to model 

in  classic models. Examples include batch deadlines,  individual unit  deadlines, 

assembly, disassembly, jobs that require more than one machine, jobs that depend 

on other jobs, slowly reconfigurable machines, renewable resources, and so on. 

SIMONEK was designed with these problems in mind, yet it  had to be simple 

enough to effectively describe and solve problems. Another goal was to create a 

modeling language which can describe problems that can be solved automatically 

and transformed into an exact list of steps.

2.2.  Interesting features of SIMONEK

There are two really interesting features of SIMONEK, namely soft limits and 

powerful constraints. The former allows formulation if simple logics while the latter 

allows  real-world  details  that  might  be  necessary for  proper  operational level 

scheduling.

2.3.  Soft limits

Soft limits, as defined later, provide resources with limits that are impassable, 

but does not prohibit the actions that would move the current resource value out of 

the defined interval. If that would happen, the current resource value is reset to the 

respective limit. This makes, for example, formulation of dirty(0-2) quite easy, as 

something that is clean(0) may become dirty(1) and then may become dirtier(2) if 

dirtiness is soft-limited to {0, 2}, but any further action with dirtiness++ will leave 

dirtiness in  the  dirtier(2) state.  Thus,  we  do  not  need  to  formulate  all 

dirtiness-related actions three times just to take the current dirtiness into account.

9 constraint satisfaction, operations research
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2.3.a. Powerful constraints

The constraints in SIMONEK does not seem so powerful at first glance, but let 

us  not  forget  that  the  power  of  constraints  is  in  their  descriptive  power  and 

simplicity, in the spirit of the first sentence of [16]. There are only three attributes of 

constraints  per resources, which qualifies  them for  the "simple" adjective. Yet, 

many real-world constraints can be  easily  translated to  SIMONEK constraints, 

including deadlines and expiration times for both individual resources and batches 

of resources, as described in the chapter "Linearization in SIMONEK models".

2.4.  SIMONEK models

SIMONEK models  contain  resources,  actions,  a  value  function  and  goals. 

Resources are integer variables, denoted by R1, ..., RNR.  Actions are functions that 

change the value of resources, denoted by A1, ..., ANA. The value function, denoted 

by V, is a function to measure the value of the solution at any valid state. Goals part 

the valid and the invalid states. 

2.4.a. Resources

Resources have 6 properties, namely initial value, current value, soft minimum, 

soft maximum,  hard minimum and  hard maximum, denoted by  IniVali,  CurVali, 

SoMini,  SoMaxi,  HaMini,  HaMani,  respectively.  Resources are  created  with 

CurVali=IniVali, but executed  actions may change the  current value as long as it 

stays in the hard interval defined by hard minimum and hard maximum, although it 

will not leave the soft interval defined by soft minimum and soft maximum.

HaInti = [HaMini, HaMani]

SoInti = [SoMini, SoMaxi]

Actions that would take out the current value from the hard interval are forbidden 

and cannot be executed.

(min(CurVali-ResUsej,i,SoMaxi)>HaMaxi) => fail(Aj)

(max(CurVali-ResUsej,i,SoMini)<HaMini) => fail(Aj)

Actions cannot  increase the  current value beyond the  soft maximum and cannot 

decrease the  current  value below  the  soft  minimum  -  when such an  action is 

executed, current value is set to the soft maximum / soft minimum.
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success(Aj) => CurVali:= (max(min(CurVali-ResUsej,i,SoMaxi),SoMini))

Resources can be either renewable,  non  -  renewable   or half  -  renewable   (partially 

renewable).  Real-world  resources  can  be  modeled  in  different  ways,  with 

unpractical choices leading to increased search space.

Non-renewable resources have stricter hard intervals than soft intervals. Money 

can be modeled as non-renewable.

(HaMini>SoMini) and (HaMaxi<SoMaxi)

Renewable resources have stricter soft intervals than hard intervals. The water 

level of a given river can be modeled as a renewable resource.

(SoMini≥HaMini) and (SoMaxi≤HaMaxi)

Half-renewable resources are either top-limited or  bottom-limited.  Top-limited 

resources have a stricter soft maximum than hard maximum but also have a stricter 

hard minimum than  soft  minimum. Bottom-limited resources have a stricter  soft  

minimum  than  hard minimum  but also have a  stricter  hard maximum  than  soft  

maximum.

Water in a glass half empty can be modeled as a  top-limited half-renewable 

resource.

(HaMini>SoMini) and (SoMaxi≤HaMaxi)

Air in  a  glass half  full  can be modeled as a  bottom-limited half-renewable 

resource.

(SoMini≥HaMini) and (HaMaxi<SoMaxi)

2.4.b. Actions

Actions have 3  properties  for each resource in  the  model, namely  resource 

minimum, resource maximum and resource usage, denoted by ResMinj,i, ResMaxj,i, 

ResUsej,i() for Ri and Aj, respectively.

An action is forbidden (disabled) if there is at least one resource with a current 

value greater than the resource maximum or less than the resource minimum.

((CurVali<ResMinj,i) or (CurVali>ResMaxj,i)) => fail(Aj)
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If the action is enabled and executed, all resource current values decrease by the 

amount of  the  corresponding  resource  usage.  Negative  resource  usage values 

represent production, increasing the current value.

Exchange actions (production actions or  transformation actions) have at least 

one negative  resource usage and at least one positive  resource  usage.  A simple 

exchange action is Work, which transforms time to money.

Creating actions have no positive resource usages and have at least one negative 

resource usage,  thus they create something from nothing. Other models without 

support for renewable resources might use creating action to imitate the behavior of 

renewable resources.  The  drawback of  such  models  is  extra  complexity  and 

increased search space.

Destroying actions have no negative  resource usages and have at  least one 

positive resource usage, so they transform something to nothing.

Creation actions and  destroying actions easily blow up the search space to 

practically infinite sizes. 

ResUsej,i()  can be any function, but here we deal only with the simplest case, 

when all  ResUsej,i() functions return a constant value. Some real-world problems 

have complex ResUsej,i functions, like currency exchange rates, which depend on 

the current time, the chosen exchange office and on the amount of currency to be 

exchanged. These complex functions might be modeled as constant value functions 

with a error - the value of the error might make SIMONEK infeasible, though.

If, for a given set of resources, all the actions that modify the given resources 

only modify these resources, and the value of these resources1 are always 0, then 

these resources are state variables. A resource typically modeled as a state variable 

is the speed of machinery that affects the productivity and the error rate. A group of 

state variables can be identified by the fact that their value is always 0 and any 

action that modifies these state variables does not modify any non-state variables:

Rstate is a resource in {Rs0, Rs1, ..., Rsn} and Value(Rstate) ≡ 0

Rnotstate is a resource not in {Rs0, Rs1, ..., Rsn}

AreStateGroup(Rs0, Rs1, ..., Rsn) => (for any Ax action and Rnotstate resource:

(ResUseAx,Rstate≠0)=>(ResUseAx,Rnotstate=0))

1 In all states reachable from the current state
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If a given  resource behaves like a  state variable in terms of production, but 

behaves like a  non-state variable in terms of usage (or vice versa), it is a  linked 

state variable or linked variable. For example, if a machine can be cleaned by using 

only a 0-value time, but actual production changes the machine's state to dirty, then 

the dirtiness of the machine is a linked variable. Linked variables may be the sign 

of problems in the model - like a 0-value time.

2.5.  Value functions

The value function is a function that returns a total value based on and only on 

the number of  resources  (the "goodness", "quality" or "value" of the solution). A 

solution with a higher total value is better, so the value function represents the aim1 

of the problem.

There  are  different  approaches to  value  functions  and  utility  functions  in 

different  academic  disciplines  -  Economics,  Artificial  Intelligence  and  Game 

Theory are good examples. In this thesis, it is simply a function that can be used to 

compare different solutions. Although in theory, any function that can compare two 

data sets  might be  used (as  in  the  java.lang.Comparable interface),  a  practical 

expectation for the value function is to return integers, with better solutions having 

a higher value. Transitivity is expected and the ability to score partial solutions is 

beneficial.

It is possible that there are more than one "best" solutions that are identical in 

their value and all  of them are feasible - this can be a sign of an underdefined 

problem. These solutions are referred to as  "best solutions" or "best solution(s)" or 

"best solution variants". In some cases, we are interested in finding each and every 

best solution variants. In other cases, we are interested in finding at least one best 

solution. And in some other cases, we are interested in finding the highest value 

solution within limited time, even if it is not the best one.

If the value function is linear for Ri, then the value function is a partially linear 

value function (the value function is linear for Ri).  If the value function is a linear 

value function for all Ri, then it is a linear value function. If the value function is not 

a linear value function, then it is a non-linear value function.

1 The number of actions executed can be also taken into account by creating new resources that correspond with them.
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Vpartiallylinear = Wi*CurVali+f(R0,R1,..., Ri-1, Ri+1, ..., RNR)

Vlinear=sum(Wi*CurVali)

If the sign of a non-zero change in the current value of Ri always equals to or is 

always the opposite of the sign of the non-zero change of the total value, then the 

value  function  is  a  partially  monotonic  value  function (the  value  function  is 

monotonic  for  Ri).  If  the  value function is  monotonic  for  all  Ri,  then it  is  a 

monotonic value function. If the value function is not a monotonic value function, 

then it is a non-monotonic value function.

2.5.a. Goals

Goals define the acceptable states ("valid", "possible" or "feasible" solutions). 

Numerous complex goals can be defined in theory, yet in this dissertation, we only 

deal with simple goal definitions that can be transformed to a value function and a 

set of final resource intervals. Non-final resource intervals can be implemented into 

the constraints and into the actions, as shown in the chapter "ILP to SIMONEK", 

thus this restriction is only formal.

Final resource intervals define a minimum end value and a maximum end value 

for each resource. An action sequence provides a solution if and only if executing it 

from the initial state, it takes the model to a valid state (where all resources' current 

values are in the final resource intervals). In JISIMONEK1 SimpleProblems2, these 

intervals  are  defined  by  two  vectors,  namely the  MinFinalResources and  the 

MaxFinalResources.

2.6.  JISIMONEK

JISIMONEK is a free and open source, scalable pure Java implementation of 

SIMONEK, providing a research and test platform, written and maintained by the 

Author. Although most of the interfaces are command-line3, it is suitable to compare 

different models of certain problems, to prove the efficiency of search algorithms 

and to validate search algorithms.

JISIMONEK is available free of charge, under the GNU public license from

https://sourceforge.net/projects/scpfw/

1 A Java implementation of SIMONEK, see later
2 SimpleProblems are problems with constant-only functions, goals and values, represented by SimpleProblem.java.
3 some are available both as a graphical user interface and as a command-line interface
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2.6.a. Search algorithms in JISIMONEK

If our scheduling problem is not trivial to solve, we need to explore the whole 

search space, cutting down branches where no new best solution may arise. Let us 

assume we have two instances of a problem, labeled as A and B. If all the best 

solutions (highest total value nodes that are valid solutions) reachable from B have 

a lower total value than a known solution reachable from A, we may drop B and all 

the nodes reachable from B1. Equality can be used if we are looking only for one 

best solution, and not for all variants.

Search algorithms expand a node to as many nodes as many enabled actions are 

present, put  the  new nodes  into  a  buffer  and  choose  a  new node to  expand. 

Algorithms good for the given problem will find type A nodes first while algorithms 

not so good for the given problem will find type B nodes first, as described in 

chapter "A heuristics example in JISIMONEK".

In  JISIMONEK,  uninformed  search  algorithms  like  Depth-First  Search, 

Breadth-First  Search or Random Search are implemented and included, but for 

guided2 algorithms like the A* search, a heuristic function is required3. Some quite 

problem-independent (greedy) heuristics are also included, but for proper heuristics 

for  guided algorithms, only the framework is provided.

2.6.b. Heuristics in JISIMONEK

General heuristics available include the  current total value (the value of the 

current  resources)  and  the  currently  available  maximum total  end  value (the 

maximum total value of the solutions reachable from the current node). While the 

first heuristic is generally used in directed searches, the second one is SIMONEK 

specific, even if it is close to Artificial Intelligence in the sense that to apply it, the 

solver needs to "foresee" the outcomes of some decision4 as in backward chaining.

Current total value heuristics is effective in cases where there is no investment5 

in actions and the value function represents the real value of the resources. In such 

cases, the  action value is defined as the change in the total value caused by the 

1 if A is reachable from B, our presumptions are already false, anyway
2 or informed or non-uniform or Best-First Search
3 choosing a good heuristics is ITAHO considered to be a separate field of science
4 Seeing into the future is of course impossible - but realizing that if we have only X hours left and if we can only produce  

Y units per hour, we cannot produce more than X*Y units is possible
5 buyTractor() is an investment action with a negative total value, but it enables the tractorField() action which has a higher 

total value than the useShovel(), which we will greedily choose with Current Total Value.
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action. Thus,  the  heuristic  will  greedily  direct  the  search towards actions that 

increase the total value most.

Currently  available  maximum  total  value  can  be  used  only  if  there  are 

monotonously  increasing  (decreasing)  variables  (variable  sets)  with  an 

unambiguous  maximum conversion  rate and there are  no  positive  loops1.  This 

means that to use this heuristics, we need a  resource like time, which is used by 

every action (thus it is monotonously decreasing), has a maximum conversion rate 

(the maximum reachable action value normalized2 by the used resources) and there 

should be no  positive loops. In this case, if we know the amount of "remaining" 

time, we can multiply it by the maximum conversion rate, add it to the current total 

value and we get the maximum total value that is possible to reach from the current 

node, as shown in the example below. Please note that this is a simplified example, 

automatically detecting and applying this heuristic is more complex.

2.6.c. A heuristics example in JISIMONEK

To observe the effect of good heuristics, let us consider the following example:

Let us have two  resources, three  actions  and a very simple  value function as 

follows and as in Appendix A1. Our resources are Hours (initially 8, with a value of 

0) and  Money  (initially 0, with a value of 1). Each action (Work, Rest and  Eat) 

consumes 1 hour and produces 50, 0, and -5 Money, respectively.

In this example (of non-renewable resources and linear value function), if we 

have a type A node with CurValHour=0 and CurValMoney=350, with a total value of 

350,  then  we  can  drop  all  type  B  nodes  that  do  not  satisfy  the 

50*CurValhour+CurValmoney≥350 constraint.

This  is  possible  because  all  the  actions  are  simple  "Hour  to  Money" 

transformation actions  and  a  maximum conversion  rate  can be  unambiguously 

decided  as  50,  and  there  is  a  working  hard  minimum  because  of 

HaMinhour>SoMinhour.  If  the solver algorithm and the heuristic are good for the 

given problem, they will find the type A node with a value of 400 within the first 8 

expanded nodes, and will drop all the remaining 16 type B nodes, examining only 

8+16=24 nodes. If our search and heuristic are not good for the given problem, we 

1 details later to come, in chapter "Positive and negative loops"
2 So, assuming that working for three hours creates 90 dollars and working for two hours creates 50 dollars, the maximum 

transfer rate is 30, 25 and 0 dollars per hour, having at least three hours left, two hours left or one hour left, respectively.
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will not drop a single node and expand all the 38=6 561 final nodes1, and will find 

the best solution only with the last expand. It is important to note that in more 

complex,  practical  applications,  we  have  a  straight  limit  on  the  number  of 

expandable nodes, as a result of computational and memory limits. If, for example, 

we  can  not  expand more  than  9*109 nodes  a  day  and  we  need  a  10-minute 

granularity  solution2 for the above problem, then as there are  38*6≈7,8*1022 final 

nodes, we can not expand more than 0,0000000000113 percent of the nodes per day.

In these cases, when it is practically impossible to expand all nodes3, anytime 

algorithms - like randomized searches - may provide fairly good solutions with 

expanding only a small portion of the nodes, but cannot guarantee that they find the 

best - or a good - or even a valid - solution to the given problem.

An example for a good heuristics can be seen by running a recent version of 

JISIMONEK on Figure 2a or by executing4

sps.sh TrivialExample.def -v g=f,p=greedy_c,oc=t,c1=t,c2=f,ac1=f,ac2=f

An example of a pretty bad heuristics can be seen by running the same problem 

with GetStrategy set to "last":
sps.sh TrivialExample.def -v g=l,p=greedy_c,oc=t,c1=t,c2=f,ac1=f,ac2=f

An example for not using the above mentioned heuristics at all can be seen 

by setting MaxTotalEnabled to false:
sps.sh TrivialExample.def g=f,p=greedy_c,oc=t,c1=f,c2=f,ac1=f,ac2=f

A simple anytime algorithm is invoked by setting PutStrategy to "random" and 

different results can be observed by setting "randomseed" to different values.
sps.sh TrivialExample.def  g=f,p=r,oc=t,c1=f,c2=f,ac1=f,ac2=f

Figure 2a. - JISIMONEK in action, solving a problem straight

1 We might also have to expand post-final nodes, but these are omitted from the calculations for the sake of simplicity.
2 Linearly  increasing  the  granularity  (interval  of  the  time  variable)  may  increase  the  number  of  possible  nodes 

exponentially in the worst case.
3 Let us assume we have no solver and heuristic for this problem
4 from a AnyX shell
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3.   Linearization in SIMONEK models

This chapter contains practical techniques on modeling features like deadlines 

and  storage  costs  in  SIMONEK -  and  even  those  who  do  not  wish  to  use 

SIMONEK, but work in scheduling might find it interesting.

In the cases when our problem is non-linear (either in the value function or in 

the action functions), we might be able to transform our model to an equivalent 

linear problem,  which can be solved with a  linear-only  problem solver.  A few 

examples of  such linearizations  are  presented in  this  section.  The transformed 

model may be practically unsolvable even if the original non-linear problem was 

practically solvable. Also, using these methods may disable constraint propagation 

methods.

Please note that the traditional mathematical meaning of linearization permits 

approximations while optimal problem solving does not1.

3.1.  Production deadlines

Products may have production deadlines. Units produced after the deadline have 

a decreased2 value. The difference between the original and the reduced value is the 

late fee. The late fee might be a scalar or a function of the delay and the number of 

units affected. Let us assume that we have to produce 30 laptops.

3.1.a. Individual late fees

If the late fee is charged for each produced unit individually, we can split the 

production  action  to  sub-actions  that  have  disjunct  time intervals and  produce 

"different" products. Let us  assume that timely produced laptops  are worth 20, 

while late laptops are worth 15. Here, we split the laptop production action into two 

sub-actions. The first sub-action produces a Laptop20 and is enabled only before 

the deadline3, while the second sub-action is enabled only after the deadline and 

produces a Laptop15.

A tidier,  but  less  straightforward solution  is  to  produce a  Laptop15 and a 

Laptop5Diff instead of a Laptop20, to save us from the tinkering with the goals.

1 If we cannot solve the  original  problem in the  given time frame,  we can use  approximations to find near-optimal 
solutions,  especially if  we can approximate  the  resulting non-optimality.  PCB design (traveling salesman/salesmen) 
problems are well known applications for such algorithms. Also, approximations are used in heuristics.

2 or even negative
3 production must end before the deadline
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3.1.b. Bulk late fees

The other case is when the late fee is charged for all units, no matter how many 

units1 were produced after the deadline (no partial completions allowed). Here, both 

actions create a Laptop20, but the second sub-action also creates a Penalty, which is 

SoftMaxed to 1 and has a value of -150.

If we have more than one deadline, we can repeat the above steps to implement 

all the deadlines in our model.

3.2.  Storage costs

In  some  production  systems,  storing  products  is  expensive.  Examples are 

products with special environmental requirements (frozen, cleanroom, etc.).

3.2.a. Sane storage limits

The mere space occupied by bulky products can make further production less 

effective or impossible. In some cases, these storage costs can be implemented in 

the model by simply defining sane HardMaxes on mid-products, especially if we 

produce mid-products faster than we consume them2.

3.2.b. SpaceUsed co-product

For multiple bulky products, it  might be necessary to create a "SpaceUsed" 

co-product (or  byproduct) which  is  destroyed when  the  product  is  consumed, 

similarly to the previously mentioned ILP constraint resource, thus creating one or 

more3 "shared" co-product for all products.

3.2.c. Storage costs

Storage costs can also be directly implemented in linear models. The problem is 

that the storage cost should only be charged from production to consumption. One 

method is  to  co-produce and co-consume a  SpaceUsed1 resource, and change 

time-consuming  actions  to  transfer  all  available  SpaceUsed1 resources  to 

SpaceUsed2 resources, multiplied by the elapsed time. So, actions using two Time 

and three SpaceUsed1 produce six SpaceUsed2.

If we originally have ten actions and SpaceUsed1 is limited to {0,999}, we will 

need ten thousand actions instead of the previous ten, but in any given instance, 

1 but at least one
2 queuing theory, flow balance
3 SpaceUsed, WiegthUsed, FreezerSpaceUsed, etc.
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maximum ten of the ten thousand new actions will be enabled, so the search space 

itself will not be blown up1.

3.3.  Storage deadlines

One of the hardest linearization problem is the problem of storage deadlines. 

This is needed only when resources can only be consumed for a (short) time after 

production. Examples include food and medicine components, as  these must be 

destroyed when they expire2.

3.3.a. Shared storage deadlines

If these resources have a shared storage deadline (for example, all milk is stored 

in one container), we can implement a timer resource, which is started when the 

first unit of milk is produced. When the deadline is over, the timer empties the 

storage  and  creates  penalty  resources.  To  do  so,  we  need  to  modify  all 

time-consuming actions  to  increase  the  running  timer  according  to  the  time 

increment. Also, we need to split  production actions to "container empty" (start 

timer) and "container not empty" (increase timer) actions. The situation is even 

trickier than the previous one: the number of actions is increased but the search 

space is decreased3.

3.3.b. Individual storage deadlines

If we have to model a storage deadline individually (producing canned milk, 

which needs to be sterilized within 12 hours), the situation is even more complex.

If  freshly canned milk is  good for N time units,  we split  our "CanOfMilk" 

resource to N*2+2 different resources (M1A, M1B, M2A, M2B, ..., MnA, MnB, M, 

MR).

To handle aging, every action that consumes T time units is split up in a way to 

produce K units of M(x+T)A from K units of MxB when executed4, or to produce K 

units of MR if x+T>n5. These new, split actions need to have a ResMax of 0 for all 

MxAs, so that they cannot be executed when there is at least one MxA. Also, these 

split  actions  must be created for each possible combination  of  MxBs,  with  the 

1 the number of actions will, but that should not slow down the solver more than o(n).
2 Or at least, expensive fine wine turns into vinegar or champagne
3 The deadline and the penalty are constraints, invalidating nodes.
4 So, if we have three cans of five-hour milk an no milk of other age, all enabled two-hour actions must consume all three 

cans of five-hour milk and produce three cans of seven-hour milk.
5 MR stands for the milk that turns into yogurt as it is too old
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ResMins and ResMaxes set to the same value, so they will use all MxBs and there 

will be no leftover (non-aged) milk. We also need to have some new actions to 

convert MxBs to MxAs without using any other resource1. This handles milk aging.

For each MxA, we need to make a conversion action that converts 1 unit of MxA 

to  M if  there is  no  M(x+1)A or  M(x+1)B on storage, consuming or producing 

nothing else. This handles "oldest milk to general milk" transformation, which must 

be done before heating the "general milk", and because of the "use oldest first", we 

do not blow the search space unnecessarily2. This also means that all other actions 

must have a ResMax of 0 for M, as no general milk may exist before starting the 

sterilization process, as it would not be aged.  And, of course, we need to create 

separate heating actions for every possible value of M, where the ResMin and the 

ResMax of M is set to the number of units heated.

This  way,  all  the  "regular  Milk"  (MxA)  is  transformed  into  a  temporary 

"waiting-for-aging Milk" (MxB), which is transformed to an older "regular Milk" by 

time-consuming actions.  Then,  the  oldest  "regular  Milks"  are  transformed  to 

"ready-to-heat Milks" (M) before the actual heating happens.

3.4.  Built-in heuristics of linearization

As the number of actions increase with the above linearization methods, we 

expect the state space to explode just like it would explode without linearization.

What is more, in such problems, if we can heat 1 to 100 units of milk, we might 

decide to heat less than the maximum amount of milk possible by the heater. Even 

though we have a value function that gives a high value for heated milk and a low 

value for wasted milk, the "when" is not taken into account.

So, if we need to heat 20 units of milk in 2 hours with a machine that can heat 

20 units of milk per hour, we have 20 different, yet equally good solutions3. It is 

preferred to have a built-in heuristics that employs one of the scheduling strategies 

like ASAP4 as they reduce the number of choices. ASAP can be implemented by a 

number of methods, for example, by setting a negative storage cost for heated milk 

or by setting a positive storage cost for unheated milk.

1 to convert "previous cycle's output milk" to "next cycle's input milk"
2 Here, forced ALAP scheduling is used because of the nature of the problem, and acts as a strong orthogonalization.
3 If we treat all milk equally, which is the simpler case: in the other case, we would have 1 048 576 different solutions.
4 As soon as possible
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Of course, there may be other possible heuristics in the defined problem, like the 

cost of heating up the heater, which minimizes the number of uses. This does not 

enforce ASAP or ALAP5 but drives the search algorithm towards batch production. 

Not surprisingly,  converting such real-world costs  to  additional value functions 

results in more composite heuristics that may change the (number of) best solution - 

but that is the goal of using heuristics in such underdefined problems.

3.5.  For and against linearization

The bad news is,  as we can see it,  linearization may be very complex, and 

because of the complex resulting problem, human errors are easily made and are 

overlooked.

Also,  linearization  might  disable  constraint  propagation  methods  as  the 

constraints become numerous, reducing the solver to a simple greedy search.

The good news is that most linearization can be done automatically, although 

their algorithms are not easy to implement and at least hard to verify.

5 As Late As Possible
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4.   Action sequences and action loops

This chapter is about some problems of redundancy in SIMONEK models. As 

these  redundancies might  explode  the  search space  in  a  way  that  it  becomes 

unsolvable, this chapter highlights some possible pitfalls of model transformations.

Actions take  the  model  from a  node  to  another  node,  thus  are  transitions 

between states, or edges between points, depending on the terminology used, as 

described in the chapter "Scheduling terminology". There are many useful resources 

in graph theory and space state search theory, and some of them can be used in 

SIMONEK models, but we have to take care of a few things first, as follows.

4.1.  Action loops

Action loops are action sequences that are loops - that is, they take the model 

back to a previously visited node - or to a node which is similar to one. This can 

cause a problem as it can increase the number of (valid) solutions without adding 

practical value to the problem - a well defined orthogonalized problem should not 

have action loops.

4.1.a. Action loops and similarity

An action loop is an action sequence that takes us to a node which is similar to 

the starting node. An action loop is either a zero loop, a positive loop or a negative 

loop.

Two nodes are called similar (1-similar) if they offer the same possible actions. 

Two nodes are N  -  similar   if they offer the same action sequences with length up to 

N.

Infinite-similar nodes are identical for executing all action sequences, although 

they might  differ in their  resources.  Naturally,  every node is  infinite-similar to 

itself.

Having two N-similar nodes, if we can reach a solution from one of them with 

an action sequence of length N, we can reach a solution from the other one as well.

4.1.b. Zero loops

An action loop which takes us back to the original node (in total, there is no 

change in  the  resources)  is  a  zero  -  total  action  loop   or  zero  -  loop,   similarly  to 
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P-invariants in Petri nets.  Figure 4a shows a RAC model with two primitive zero 

loops and an infinite number of zero loops built from the linear combinations of the 

two primitive loops.

Figure 4a – A RAC model with zero loops

If a  zero-loop can be executed once, then it can be executed once more, thus 

infinitely, making our search space infinite. In these cases, there are infinitely long, 

but valid1 solutions, which must be found - by definition - when the solver is trying 

to find all the best solution variants. These zero-loops should be handled as logical 

entities and presented to the user in a polite and finite form, which raises a few 

non-trivial problems.

4.1.c. Finding zero loops

The simplest solution is to find these zero loops after they have been completed 

by checking if the node is equal to one of its predecessors - and if the answer is 

positive, drop the solution and print the zero-loop alongside with the two nodes2.

Although at first glance, zero-loops (or even action loops in general) seem to be 

identical with transitive closures, action loops are a bit more complex. In  action 

loops, some actions may be enabled/disabled as the result of other actions executed 

previously in the same loop. On the other hand, for transitive closures,  actions 

enabled in  the  beginning  are  always executable and there are  no  new  actions 

1 even optimal (!) according to the input problem, suggesting a problem in the specification
2 identifying the nodes is not always simple as typically most of the nodes can be reached on different routes
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enabled "runtime". In other words, transitive closures can be detected using only the 

"static"  problem definition,  while  detecting  action  loops requires a  "dynamic" 

simulation,  as  it  is  necessary  to  track  the  resource  changes1.  Thus,  different 

algorithms are needed to handle action loops and transitive closures.

A symptomatic, and ITAHO wrong "treatment" is to create an artificial "action 

count" or use a "reasonable" Maximum Depth parameter, but both methods drop all 

(valid!) solutions that would contain more actions that the set maximum.

A novel method to effectively detect Zero Loops is evaluated in chapter "The 

Forfex-algorithm".

4.1.d. Positive and negative loops

There are other action loops than zero-loops, called non  -  zero  -  total action loops   

or non  -  zero  -  loops  , which are either positive loops or negative loops. Positive loops 

increase the total value while negative loops decrease it, returning to a state similar 

to the initial state. These non-zero loops - and especially positive loops - are even 

"worse" than  zero-loops,  as  by modifying unimportant  resources,  they create a 

practically infinite number of very similar, but technically different states. From the 

perspective of  a  human scheduler,  these states  are  "practically identical" -  but 

numerically, they are different.

If our model is linear in all aspects2, we may drop negative loops and produce 

infinitely good solutions from an already found good solution by adding  positive 

loops. In non-linear models, we might need to expand all nodes, yet we can use the 

decrement/increment of a  non-zero-loop as a heuristic3.  This is a very interesting 

and complex problem, but is not in our scope.

4.2.  Equal-effect action sequences

Another problem is the problem of  equal-effect action sequences. If we have 

two (or  more) different  action  sequences,  which  have the  same effect  on  the 

resources, we will get the same result if we execute any of them from the same 

state.  If  we  can  execute such  action  sequence pairs 16 times,  we  will  have 

216=65 536 seemingly different paths to walk on between two nodes. The situation 

1 except the case when all actions are independent of each other
2 including that there are no MaxRes on any resource produced by the positive loop for any enabled action that creates any 

resources with a positive value or creates a resource that is used in that way.
3 expected to be a greedy heuristics
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is even worse if we take a look at the ordering of action sequences: ten actions can 

be ordered in 10! or 3 628 800 different ways, all of which might be valid for a 

given  problem.  Figure  4b shows  a  RAC  model  with  a  pair  of  (significant) 

equal-effect action sequences.

Figure 4b – A RAC model with equal-effect action sequences

4.2.a. Classification of equal-effect action sequences

There are three kinds of  equal-effect action sequences, namely order-variant 

equal-effect  action  sequences,  zero-looped  equal-effect  action  sequences and 

significant equal-effect action sequences.

Order-variant equal-effect action sequences are  equal-effect action sequences 

with an identical histogram1 -  that is, only the order of the actions is different. 

Although they are simple permutations of an action sequence, not all permutation is 

valid in all models, thus they can not be always conveniently ignored.

Zero-looped  equal-effect  action  sequences have  identical  histograms  after 

removing all zero loops from all of them, but not before.

Significant  equal-effect action sequences differ in their histograms, even after 

removing all zero loops.

4.2.b. Detecting equal-effect action sequences

Equal-effect action sequences can be detected after executing them, if we can 

store  the  resulting  nodes  and  compare their  ancestors. This  is  a  very  simple 

1 See chapter "the Forfex-algorithm" for details on histograms in this context.
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approach, and albeit it  is  memory- and CPU-heavy,  it  is  also very effective in 

orthogonalization of non-orthogonal input models1.

A much more challenging approach is  to find  equal-effect action sequences 

dynamically, or even symbolically. A novel, dynamic method to effectively detect 

equal-effect action sequences is evaluated in chapter "the Forfex-algorithm".

Naturally, having executable  zero-loops,  we will  have an infinite number of 

equal-effect action sequences, thus it is a practical to remove zero-loops first.

4.2.c. Removing equal-effect action sequences

Equal-effect action sequences can be filtered out if detected, given that we do 

not need to store all solution variants. In this case, the stored action sequence is the 

root action sequence and filtered action sequences are the variants.

Please note that storing and producing solution variants are very different: if we 

do not have to store all solution variants but we need to produce them, and we filter 

out equal-effect action sequences while solving the problem, we can regenerate all 

the variants after finding the solution(s), before presenting them to the user.

This  is  even  received  as  "a  more  user-friendly  output",  as  solutions  are 

automatically ordered to "solution groups" (while technically, solution variants are 

generated  from  a  "root  solution"  by  replacing  action  sequences with  their 

equal-effects and by adding zero-loops). The algorithm must also pay attention not 

to give false solutions, as a root sequence might have a variant enabled in certain 

nodes and disabled in other nodes. This also means that care must be taken when 

reusing previously found equal-effect action sequences as the previously found root 

sequence may be disabled while one of the variants is enabled, effectively causing a 

loss of valid solutions.

4.2.d. Interchangeable and compatible equal-effect action sequences

With interchangeable equal  -  effect action sequences   (or replace groups), which 

are equal-effect action sequences with the same resource requirements2, less caution 

is needed, but their use is less general and often less fruitful.

We might have two equal-effect action sequences called Q and W, for which 

nodes permitting W permit Q, but not necessary all nodes permitting Q permit W. 

1 see later, in chapter "Orthogonalizing our transformed model"
2 not only in the initial state!
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This is referred to as "W is upward compatible with Q". If we don't need to store all 

best solution variants, we can replace W with Q in all  cases, because they are 

equal-effect and W is upward compatible with Q. A simpler approach is to simply 

prohibit Q by dropping all nodes that have Q in their history.

And there is the special case, when the difference between W and Q is proven to 

be  always good (for  example, W creates  more  Money than Q  and is  upward 

compatible and Money is always good1), in which case we can simply replace all Qs 

with Ws.

The  ideal  solving  algorithm2 would  re-detect  these  equal-effect  action 

sequences after every situation change. By situation change, we mean that some of 

the  actions  that  were enabled (disabled) are  now disabled (enabled). Although 

maintaining these checks can be CPU-heavy, executing actions not always change 

the situation and it is still favorable compared to exploring the whole search space.

Although  these  equal-effect  actions can  be  detected  and  filtered  out,  as 

discussed above, it  is  much more practical  to  create an  orthogonal SIMONEK 

model. In an orthogonal model, there are no equal-effect action sequences, and thus 

there  are  no  zero-loops.  Orthogonal  is  used  in  the  sense  "non-redundant, 

non-overlapping" or "linearly independent" or even as in "an orthonormal basis is a 

set of vectors that gives you a simple way to describe your location in a vector 

space".3

1 W uses the same resources and there is no reachable hard limit on money and there are no actions that depend on a 
reachable money minimum or maximum and the value of money is positive

2 Which is, as we know it today, is built from ideal transistors
3 According to http://web.archive.org/web/20060721235332/http://patrick-is-here.blogspot.com/
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5.   ILP and JISIMONEK

This chapter demonstrates an automatic model transformation of ILP problems 

to SIMONEK models, as an examples for transforming other models to SIMONEK 

through an example.

ILP is a subset of LP problems, all variables being integer. Also, ILP problems 

are a subset of MILP problems.

Practically,  in  an ILP model, there are are  N variables  (V1,  V2,  ...,  Vn),  M 

constraints (C1, C2, ..., Cm) and a value function F. Variables can only take integer 

values. Constraints define a maximum or a minimum for the sum of the rationally 

weighted variables1. The value function defines a rational value for each variable. 

The goal is to find the variable values with the maximum (minimum) total value 

and with all constraints satisfied2. An example is presented in Appendix A2.

5.1.   ILP to SIMONEK

ILP problems can be modeled in SIMONEK, although to solve them might take 

much longer than solving the original problem in a MILP solver like lp_solve3.

A simple way to transform ILP problems to SIMONEK problems is as follows. 

ILP variables are transferred to similarly named  resources,  each with a suitable 

finite  hard interval  and  infinite  soft interval.  ILP constraints are transformed to 

actions  and  goals  in a way that in every case, when an original ILP variable is 

increased or decreased, the constraint resource is also increased or decreased. This 

increment or decrement corresponds4 to the ILP constraint's weight multiplied by 

the change in the ILP variable. The constraint  resource has a hard interval that 

corresponds to the ILP constraint's limit. So, in the provided example, there is a 

constraint  C1 in the form of  0.8*x1+0.2*x2+0.3*x3≤20, then in the transformed 

model RC1≤200 and actions modifying RX1  with K also modify RC1 with 8*K. This 

way, the constraint variables always correspond to the weighted sum of the ILP 

variables. An example for such an automated transformation in shown on Figure 5a.

1 or equalities, which can be constructed from two constraints 
2 http://web.gsia.cmu.edu/fmargot/introILP.html
3 http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/~algorith/implement/lpsolve/implement.shtml
4 "correspond" is used instead of "equal" because of the non-integer rational values in ILP problems that are to be scaled to 

integers by a constant multiplication. In this example, this constant is 10.
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Figure 5a - Automatic ILP to SIMONEK transformation

5.2.  Orthogonalizing our transformed model

To orthogonalize our model, a simple method is to add a new variable named 

state, having IniValstate=1, HaMinstate≤1, SoMinstate≤1, HaMaxstate=3 and SoMaxstate≥4 

in this particular case. If we set up all  AddRi actions to be enabled only1 when 

state=i and create solely one action to modify state by increasing it with 1, we will 

have an orthogonal model. This way, no X1 can be added after at least one X2 or X3 

have been added. This also acts as a powerful heuristics - orthogonalization forces 

solvers to follow a particular path by disabling all other paths. Some problems 

might not be orthogonalized this way, but problems with only "Less than" type 

1 we need to set the ResMinRi and the ResMaxRi of AddRi to i
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constraints and with only positive weights are. Such an automated orthogonalizing 

transformation  is  done  when  the  transformation  template  is  set  to 

"ORT_SIMONEK" when running hu.bute.exf8ao.jisimonek.MPS.

5.3.  Solving ILP problems with JISIMONEK

It is possible to solve such an orthogonalized and  transformed ILP problem1 

with  JISIMONEK,  like  the  one  presented  in  Appendix  A2  and  transformed 

previously, as shown in Figure 5b.

Figure 5b - problem solved, result presented

1 albeit much slower than with lp_solve.
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6.   The Forfex-algorithm

This chapter deals with the Forfex-algorithm, which is designed to eliminate 

unnecessary redundancies from SIMONEK models. With minor modifications, the 

same algorithm is able to effectively filter out unnecessary redundancies from other, 

similar models as well, and as a side effect, provides a human readable output in 

which the redundancies are symbolically expressed.

6.1.   Introduction

The Forfex-algorithm provides a novel tool to detect zero loops and equal-effect 

action sequences in SIMONEK models without the need to store the whole search 

tree. Basically, it detects zero loops and equal-effect action sequences by comparing 

the natural differences of the histograms of two action sequences that are valid 

histories of a given node.

6.2.  A reason to exist

The  Forfex-algorithm  was  researched  and  implemented  to  fight  against 

redundancy introduced into the model by the human modeler or by the automatic 

model transformation. There are many cases when such redundancies increase the 

CPU time required by a given solver by several magnitudes - and there are even 

cases when a  combination  of  the  redundant problem,  the  solver and bad  luck 

prevents our computers from finding the optimal solution for us. An example for 

such a combination is the RAC model in  Figure 6a, combined with a DFS-based 

solver that chooses the transitions at random. If this solver is unable to recognize 

previously visited nodes, it will fall into an infinite cycle two times out of three.

Figure 6a – A RAC model  that is trivial to solve ... for a human.
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If we could provide algorithmic means to eliminate ZLs and EEASes from RAC 

problems, we could get rid of this problem - and also speed up the graph traversal to 

increase the maximum size of practically solvable problems.  Figure 6b shows a 

reduced RAC problem which can be solved much quicker and without the need to 

recognize previously visited nodes.

Figure 6b – The reduced RAC model (X denotes reduction).

To eliminate ZLs and EEASes, a tree traversal algorithm needs to be started in 

the initial state. This algorithm will try to execute actions (travel the edges of the 

graph) to reach new states (model instances with different resource values), aiming 

to find the best solution(s) for the problem.

Figure 6c – Reducing the RAC model - eliminating duplicate state.

Numbers on edges denote discovery order, numbers in nodes denote resource values.

The graph, which is created by this traversal, is fed to the Forfex-algorithm from 

time-to-time,  which detects ZLs and EEASes and returns them to the traversal 

algorithm, effectively reducing the graph. This is demonstrated on  Figure 6c and 

Figure 6d.
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Figure 6d – Reduction in a RAC model.  Numbers denote discovery order

Then, the traversal algorithm can drop  all  AS-es that contain any previously 

found ZLs or  EEAS-es. After finding the best solution(s)  for the problem, the 

algorithm needs to re-generate the solution variants with the previously found ZLs 

and EEAS-es, as shown in Figure 6e.

Figure 6e – Re-generating solutions in a RAC model. Numbers denote discovery order

6.3.  Reference implementation

A free reference implementation  of  the Forfex-algorithm is  available in  the 

SimpleProblemSolver class in JISIMONEK, which can be turned on by the RHH=t 

flag (using it with the HH=t flag is the preferred method).
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6.4.  Natural difference

6.4.a. Definition

The natural difference is the result of the natural subtraction1, denoted as x.-.y 

or nd(x,y) - we use the latter notion.

For natural scalars, the natural difference equals the "normal" difference of the 

scalars, unless the result would be negative, in which case the natural difference is 

zero. Functionally,  nd(x,y)=max(0, x-y).  A procedural definition is introduced in 

[17].

The natural difference of two equal-length vectors2 is a vector, with the elements 

being the natural difference of the corresponding elements of the input vectors. That 

is, Zi=nd(Xi,Yi).

Please note that the natural difference can be extended to vectors in a different 

manner, in which the resulting vector is a zero vector if any element in the normal 

difference is negative, but this extension is not used here.

6.4.b. Relevant properties

If x and y are natural integers, then

A) nd(x,y)==nd(y,x) if and only if y==x, and then nd(x,y)==0

B) nd(x,0)==x

C) x=y+d if nd(x,y)=d and d>0

D) We can not compute nd(x,y) from nd(y,x).

If X and Y are vectors of natural integers, then

A)  nd(X,Y)==nd(Y,X) if and only if X==Y and then nd(X,Y)==0

B)  nd(X,0)==X

C) We can not compute nd(X,Y) from nd(Y,X). 

6.5.  Histograms

6.5.a. Definition(s)

In statistics, a histogram is the graphical version of a table that shows what 

proportion of cases fall into each of the specified categories3.

1 [17] calls it a natural subtraction, states that it  is detailed in D. Harel, Algorithmics, 1987 and suggests that natural 
subtraction is not only theoretically relevant.

2 of natural integers
3 As per Wikipedia
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In a general mathematical sense, a histogram is a mapping mi that counts the 

number of observations that fall into various disjoint categories (known as bins), 

whereas the graph of a histogram is merely one way to represent a histogram1.

In  SIMONEK models,  histograms are  vectors  that  contain  the  number of 

executions for the given actions - that is, H2=4 means that the action denoted by 2 

was executed  4 times.  As  the  log  of  the  executed actions  is  called  "history", 

histogram is a practical word to denote the "number of occurrences of actions", 

similarly to a "color histogram" in digital image processing2.

The difference between the exact meanings of "Histogram" is not unfortunate - 

for example, "transitive closure" can be interpreted on regular sets, as in [18], and 

on graphs, as in [12], with different, but similar meanings.

6.5.b. Properties of SIMONEK histograms

Although histograms contain the number of actions executed so far for each 

action, the order of the actions is not contained in the histogram - therefore, there 

are  many permutations  of  the  same action  sequence with  the  same histogram. 

Practically, only some of these permutations are valid and these valid permutations 

form order-variant equal-effect action sequences.

6.6.  Natural differences of SIMONEK histograms

6.6.a. Calculating natural differences of SIMONEK histograms

As histograms are vectors, their natural differences3 can be computed. For any pair 

of history vectors (the histograms are denoted by H1 and H2), we can calculate the 

natural differences of the two histograms:

D1:=nd(H1,H2) and D2:=nd(H2,H1)

6.6.b. The importance of natural differences of SIMONEK histograms

If we find two history vectors that take us to the same node (nodes are identical 

when their resource vectors are identical) from the initial node, then we either

A) found the same history twice:

H1==H2

B) found order-variant equal-effect action sequences:

1 As per Wikipedia
2 As per Wikipedia
3 We need both, as we generally can not calculate one from the other.
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D1==D2==0

C) found a zero loop (candidate):

(D1==0 and D2!=0) or (D1!=0 and D2==0) 

D) found a significant equal-effect action sequence (and maybe zero loops):

D1!=0 and D2!=0

6.6.c. Finding the same history twice

Finding the same history twice shows us that there is an error in our solver, as 

we executed the same action sequence twice.

6.6.d. Finding an order-variant equal-effect action sequence

Finding an order-variant equal-effect action sequence might show us that there 

is an error (if there is a permutation filter implemented in the solver1) or that there 

are valid permutations of the action sequence. The latter might be the desired effect 

if there are only a few solutions for a given problem and the goal is to list all best 

solution variants numerically2.

6.6.e. Finding a zero loop (candidate)

Finding a zero loop is essential if we intend to filter them out. However, we found 

only a zero loop candidate.

It is possible that the candidate was already found earlier.

It  is  possible that  the candidate  is  a  non-trivial  linear combination of  zero 

loop(s) found earlier.

It is possible that we found other  zero loops  earlier that are non-trivial linear 

combinations of this candidate (and maybe other  zero loops,  which are already 

found or are to be found later).

It  is possible that the candidate is not a real  zero loop at  all  -  imagine the 

{A,B,C,D} action sequence, from which {A,C} is a zero loop candidate, but B can 

not be executed until  A is executed and D can not be executed after B until  C is 

executed. Therefore, we need to test if {B,D} is a valid action sequence.

1 Or in the case of JISIMONEK SimpleProblemSolver, HH and/or RHH is set to true.
2 As opposed to symbolically presented variants, where a "note: A,B can be substituted with B,A in some cases" message is 

the desired effect for order-variant equal-effect action sequences.
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Practically, a BrFS will make our lives easier as it will produce the shortest zero 

loops first, and LCFS1 will be the fastest to find the zero loops. This is because the 

BrFS is a non-shrinking search2.

6.6.f. Finding a significant equal-effect action sequence (and maybe zero 
loops)

There might be zero loops already found or yet to be found which are part of H1, 

H2 or both. Also, there might be actions that are executed in H1 and H2, yet not part 

of  the  significant  equal-effect  action  sequence.  For  example,  let  {B,A,C} and 

{D,E,A} be a  significant  equal-effect action sequence - in that case,  H1 can be 

{A,B,A,C} and H2 can be {A,D,E,A}.

Thus, we need to remove all common elements - in this case, {A}. This, of 

course, has its own problems as there are two candidates of {A} to be removed in 

both action sequences. One solution is to remove the head and the tail of both action 

sequences, where the length of the head and the length of the tail is defined by the 

number of  identical  elements at  the  beginning  and  at  the  end  of  both  action 

sequences - which is an interesting problem in itself as there might be order-variant 

equal-effect action sequences in both  H1 and  H2. Depending on the problem, the 

core  significant  equal-effect action sequence might  be {B,A,C} and {D,E,A} or 

{B,C} and {D,E}.

Also,  if  we  are  building  a  table  to  replace  significant  equal-effect  action 

sequences to reduce the search space, we need to decide which action sequence is to 

be used as the root action sequence. As a rule of thumb, we might use an ordering 

of action sequences, where the shorter is the root action sequence, and if the action 

sequences have the same length, a lexicographic ordering can be used. Of course, 

we might find other  significant equal-effect action sequences with the same root 

action sequence even if we filter out all zero loops.

Practically,  a  BrFS will  make our lives easier as it  will  produce the shorter 

variants of a significant equal-effect action sequence first. This is because the BrFS 

is a non-shrinking search3.

1 Least Change (in goodness) First Search
2 details later
3 details later, in chapter "Non-shrinking search"
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6.7.  The Forfex-Algorithm in pseudo-code

The code of the Forfex-algorithm is  presented in pseudo-code, with a  Java 

implementation available in JISIMONEK as SimpleProblemSolver.novelMethod(). 

This algorithm checks if  the freshly found node (NewState) is  a variation of a 

previously found node (OtherStates) plus-minus ZL-s and/or EEAS-es.  Figure 6f 

shows the logic of the Forfex-algorithm.

Figure 6f – A flowchart-like (and dataflow-like) representation of the Forfex-algorithm
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This algorithm, listed below, can be improved in several ways1, most of them 

hindering readability. This algorithm is executed against all known (other) states 

with the same resource values, and then the type of redundancy found is evaluated. 

For example, if we have two other stored states, the newly found state's history of 

action sequences might be a real EEAS with one of them and an order-variant 

EEAS with the other.
private RedundancyType ForfexAlg (State NewState, State OtherState) {
/* We need to prepare the differences between the number of 

executed actions (with minimum: 0). */

int [] OH = getHistogram(OldState);
int [] NH = getHistogram(NewState);
int [] Diff1 = naturalDifference(NH, OH);
int [] Diff2 = naturalDifference(OH, NH);
boolean AllZero1 = isAllZero(Diff1);
boolean AllZero2 = isAllZero(Diff2);

if (AllZero1 && AllZero2) {     // Both zero (Order variants)
// Let us get the first and last index of the difference
int FirstDiff = getFirstDiff(OldState, NewState);
int LastDiff = getLastDiff(OldState, NewState);
// The FirstDiffth-LastDiffth elements are order-variant EEAS-es (OVEEAS).
int [] OV = OldState.crop(FirstDiff, LastDiff);
int [] NV = NewState.crop(FirstDiff, LastDiff);
/* Now, we remove the shared prefix and postfix from 
OldState and NewState to get the base EEAS. */
State RedOld = new State(OV); // Reduced Old
State RedNew = new State(NV); // Reduced New
/* The shorter (or, if equal-length, the lower value one) should be RN,

the other RO, so we would not detect the same OVEEAS-as from two 
different directions. */

if (RedOld.compareTo(RedNew)<0) {
RedOld.swapWith(RedNew);

}

/* Let's see if RedNew is already linked to RedOld. */
HashSet KnownOVEEAS = OVEEAS.get(RedOld);

if (KnownOVEEAS == null) {
KnownOVEEAS = new HashSet(16);
OVEEAS.put(RedOld, KnownOVEEAS);

}

if (!(KnownOVEEAS.contains(RedNew))) {
KnownOVEEAS.add(RedNew);

}

// We found an order-variant EEAS - so this node is not new, can be dropped. 
return(OrderVariantEEAS);

} else if (AllZero1 ^ AllZero2) {  // Exactly one of them is zero (Zero Loop)

State Candidate = new State(AllZero1?Diff2:Diff1);

if (!ZeroLoops.contains(Candidate)) {
ZeroLoops.add(Candidate);
println("New ZL found: "+(AllZero1?OldState:NewState));
return(ZeroLoop); // We found a ZL - old node, drop.

1 This pseudo-code is based on version Sep/30/2007
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} else { // ZeroLoops.contains(Candidate)
/* Finding a ZL which has been found before means that the 
traversal algorithm failed to filter it out. */

Log.info("Zero Loop re-found: "+Candidate);
return(ZeroLoop); // We re-found a ZL - old node, drop.

}

} else { // Both are non-zero (Significant EEAS)
/* These are the interesting ones - two different action 

sequences having the same effect. */
State D1 = new State(Diff1); // Reduced variant one
State D2 = new State(Diff2); // Reduced variant two

// We need the shorter/smaller one to be the D1.
if (D1.compareTo(D2)<0) {
D1.swapWith(D2);

}

// We check if we already found them.
HashSet Variants = (HashSet) EEAs.get(D1);

if (Variants == null) {
Variants = new HashSet(16);

}

if (Variants.contains(D2)) {
// Duplicate, drop and ignore.
return(Duplicate);

} else { // !Variants.contains(D2)
// We just found a new EEAS pair.
println("New EEAS found: "+D1+" == "+D2);
Variants.add(D2);
EEAs.put(D1, Variants);
return(EEAS);

}
}

}

6.8.  Non-shrinking search

A search is non  -  shrinking  , if for all B nodes found after any previously found A 

node, it  is true that the execution history of B is not shorter than the execution 

history of A. In other words, a search is non-shrinking if it never finds new nodes 

with a lower1 level than any previous node. Figure 6g  demonstrates this wording 

and any non-shrinking search would result in level numbers {1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4} on 

the given graph. In yet other words, a search is non-shrinking, if it travels the graph 

in a way that for any  B node reachable from any A node, the execution history of 

node B is not shorter than the execution history of node A.

1 The root node or initial node has the lowest level or depth
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Figure 6g – Possible levels of nodes, depending on the discovery order.

The length of the execution history is the number of executed actions since the 

initial state (also referred to as the depth of the given node).

Please note that even though in binary trees level-order searches are always 

non-shrinking  searches,  generally,  non-shrinking  searches  are  not  always 

level-order searches, as demonstrated in Figure 6h.

Figure 6h – A level-order search (left) and a non-shrinking search (right).

Numbers denote discovery order.
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7.   Joinable Schedules

This chapter is about joinable schedules, which are a class of solutions for lot 

streaming in job-shops. Amongst other things, the existence of joinable schedules is 

investigated and joinable schedules are generalized. Those who are interested in 

how joinable schedules work should  read this  chapter  in  parallel  with  chapter 

"A joinable schedule example".

7.1.  Introduction

Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) can be analyzed as job-shop scheduling 

problems (JSP). One approach to solve these problems is  the joinable schedule 

approach (JSA), which, if a joinable schedule (JS) is found, can be evaluated in 

real-time to provide a solution with a known total processing time. Although this 

solution might not be optimal, the bottleneck machine's load/idle ratio  is known 

and thus the goodness of the solution can be calculated real-time. This chapter 

concludes the Author's research about the existence and enumeration of joinable 

schedules.

7.2.  Joinable schedules

Joinable schedules are defined and evaluated in [7] and in [8], and are only briefly 

introduced here. Joinable schedules have the following properties:

- The bottleneck machine is loaded without idle times

- The Gantt chart is not overlapping with itself (as evaluated later)

- Processing on the bottleneck machine starts at T0  (consequence of "without idle 

times")

The usefulness of joinable schedules is limited by the fact that there are problems 

with no JS, and by the fact that finding a JS for a given problem requires NP (non-

deterministic polynomial time) and might be even NP-hard. Practically, if we have 

M  machines and  Z  tasks to process on each machine, we can generate  Z !
M  

different processing orders, even without considering the timing of the tasks.
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7.3.  Notations

The notations used here are in accordance with the source code of SISONEK1, and 

differ from the notations used in [8]. When needed, transcription is provided.

The machine M j  (j=1, 2, 3, ..., J) starts processing at T S , j  and finishes processing 

T F, j

Global processing starts at T S ,G  or T0  and ends at T F,G

The bottleneck machine is denoted by MBN  or BNM and there is no other machine 

with equal2 or higher total load than the BNM.

The part P i  (i=1, 2, 3, ..., I) needs to be processed on several machines in the given 

order.  These processing  tasks  are  denoted by  Pr i ,Ma
,Pr i ,Mb

,,Pr i ,Mk
,  where 

Ma ,Mb , ,Mk  are  machines.  In  example  C3,  PaA  (PA)  is  processed  as 

Pr a ,M1
,Pra,M2

,Pr a,M3
, Pra ,M5

.

The  time  needed  by  Pr i ,Ms
 is  denoted  by  T Pr i , Ms

 .  In  example  C, 

T Pr a,M5
=4 .

PrePT Pr i ,Ms
  is the sum of all T Pr i , Mz

  where Pr i ,Mz
 is before Pr i ,Ms

.

PostPT Pr i , Ms
  is the sum of all T Pr i , Mz

  where Pr i ,Mz
 is after Pr i ,Ms

.

7.4.  The non-overlapping criteria and the joinability test

Non-overlapping means that  the schedule can be repeated after the initial  run, 

starting at  T F,MBN
. If the schedule can be repeated once, it can be repeated many 

times, thus the idle/load ratio of the bottleneck machine will converge to zero as the 

number of repetitions approaches infinity - that is the basic logic behind the JSA, as 

it divides the JS to W  identical schedules4. 

In [8], a joinability test is given in the form of:

if Δτ jFBΔτbδ  for all j=1, 2, 3, ..., J, then the schedule is joinable

where Δτ jFB  is T F ,G−T F , j−TS , j  and Δτbδ  is T F,G−T F ,MBN
. 

1 A simulation environment to study joinable schedules, implemented by the Author
2 Problems with more BNMs can be solved by solving the same problem with different machines chosen as BNM and 

comparing the results.
3 All examples are defined in the Appendix

4 For zero setup times and infinite part granularity, W  is infinite and T F,G=T F ,MBN
.
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Non-overlapping is not easy to define - especially in a way that can be exactly 

implemented in software. However, the joinability test can be used to prove that a 

scheduling is joinable, and is easy too implement. The problem is that a schedule 

that fails the joinability test might still be a JS, as of Example D, show in Figure 7a. 

Any schedule that passes the joinability test is a JS, but not every JS passes the 

joinability test. Joinable schedules that do not pass the joinability test are referred to 

as  Curiously  Joinable Schedules or CJS while  joinable schedules  that  pass the 

joinability test are referred to as Trivial Joinable Schedules or TJS. A JS can be 

either a CJS or a TJS, but not both. 

     

Figure 7a - a Curiously Joinable Schedule and the visual proof of joinability

There are also problems, like Example E, which has no TJS solution, has no CJS 

solution, but can be pipelined, as shown in  Figure 7b, similarly to pipelining in 

[19]. For these schedules, referred to as Pipelineable Joinable Schedules (PJS), the 

mathematical model of JS can be used as long as the set-up times are considered1.

     

Figure 7b - a Pipelineable Joinable Schedule with a visual proof

The  basis  of  this  pipelining  is  to  move  all  processes  without  immovable 

prerequisites into the idle times of previous periods. The details of this pipelining 

method are not evaluated here. The appearance of PJS is only interesting because 

there  are  problems, like  Example F,  where  the  first  scheduling  found by  the 

algorithm2 is a PJS, shown in Figure 7c, which is equivalent with a JS and can be 

used in  JSVT23.  To achieve this,  B3  is moved between  C3  and  D3  of the 

1 For non-zero set-up times, the value of p j δ  must be recalculated.

2 introduced later, in chapter "Finding a single Joinable Schedule"
3 introduced later, in chapter "Proving that the given subproblem yields no better JS than a known one"
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previous period ( C3  must start a bit earlier), thus, from the second period, the 

length of the processing on M3  is 24 , which is a valid JS.

Figure 7c - a PJS that is found early and is as good as a JS.

7.5.  When there is no Joinable Schedule

There are cases, where no Joinable Schedule exists. Two examples are Example A 

and  Example B, which are  shown in  Figure 7e  and  Figure 7f  with an additional 

virtual task to be introduced later.

In Example A, MBN=M2 , but all parts are first processed on M1 , thus MBN  must 

wait for M1  and is idle, thus there can be no JS.

In the second example, MBN=M4 , and although M4  can process PA  and PD  

for 3  time units each, after the first 6  time units the BNM must go idle and wait 

for PC  and PB  to arrive at 13  and 19 , respectively.

7.6.  Finding out the lack of Joinable Schedules in real-time

An algorithm can be formulated that can find cases similar to both Example A and 

Example B  in  real-time to  testify that  there can be no JS.  This  algorithm,  the 

Joinable Schedule Viability Test 1 (JSVT1) test, is as follows:

- For any part  Pai  (i=1, ..., I) and machine M j (j=1, ..., J), the Earliest Start 

Time (EST) of the process Pr i , j  is PrePT Pr i , j . In Example B, MBN=M4 , and 

the  EST  mapping  is  PA→0,PB→15,PC→13,PD→2 .  After  sorting  this 

mapping,  we  get  a  candidate  JS  of  tasks  on  MBN ,  in  this  case, 

PA→0,PD→2,PC→13,PB→15 . Similarly to EST, a Latest Start Time (LST) 

can be calculated on the MBN  for all Pr i ,MBN
 as the sum of all T Pr k ,MBN

  where 
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Pr k ,MBN
 is  a  prerequisite  for  Pr i ,MBN

.  In  this  case,  the  LST  mapping  is 

PA→0,PB→3,PC→6,PD→12 . If we iterate through both mappings, starting 

from the front, the first part that has a higher EST than LST is testifying that there is 

no JS and is therefore a JSVT1 witness. In this case, both  PC  and  PB testify 

against the existence of a JS.

- If, for a (sub)problem, there is no JSVT1 witness, the problem might or might not 

have a JS. In this case, by generating the permutations of the order of the parts on 

the BNM, and by eliminating some permutations solely on  the JSVT1 witnesses, 

the problem can be deconstructed to a number of simpler problems, reducing the 

total number of possibilities by magnitudes.

- In the example in [7] and in [8], which is rewritten as Example C, there are 4  

parts on 5  machines. MBN=M1  has 4  parts to process, thus 4!=24  possible 

processing orders, but 16  of these processing orders are invalidated by the JSVT1 

witnesses. The result is that a joinable schedule is found in less than a second, as 

opposed to ".. the first difficulty in practical use of this approach is that it is not an 

easy  task  to  find  the  initial  joinable  schedule." in  [7].  In  the  remaining  8  

sequences, the processing order on M1  reduces the number of possible processing 

orders on the other machines and gives us as a minimum T F,G .

Another test, referred to as Joinable Schedule Viability Test 3 (JSVT3), can be 

constructed if a part is allowed to return to the machine for processing. Let us 

assume that part P i  has to be processed on M j  exactly twice1, once as PrP i ,M j , a  

and once as  PrP i ,M j , b .  Then, if  we sum the processing time of all  processing 

between Pr P i ,M j , a  and  Pr P i ,M j , b , we get a minimum time needed to be elapsed 

between  Pr P i ,M j , a  and  Pr P i ,M j , b .  If  the  current  schedule  does  not  have  this 

minimum time between  Pr P i ,M j , a  and  Pr P i ,M j , b ,  then the current schedule is 

impossible.

This is very useful in our attempt to find joinable schedules as the scheduling on the 

MNB can not contain idle time, thus some orderings of the processes on the MNB 

1 If it is to be processed more than twice, we need to run the same test for all pairs
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can be invalidated by this constraint. Algorithmically speaking, let us define the 

time difference and the time needed as follows:

timeDiff PrP i , Mj ,b
,Pr Pi ,M j ,a

=startTime PrP i ,M j , b
−startTime PrPi ,M j ,a

  

timeNeeded Pr Pi , Mj ,b
,Pr Pi ,M j ,a

=postPT PrP i , Mj ,b
−postPT Pr P i , Mj ,a



If,  for any scheduling on MNB, for which  timeDiff PrP i , MBN ,b
, PrPi , MBN ,a

  is 

smaller than  timeNeeded PrPi , MBN ,b
,PrPi ,MBN ,a

 ,  the  schedule  is  impossible. 

The schedule is also impossible if timeDiff PrP i , MBN ,b
, Pr Pi , MBN ,a

  is negative as 

in this case Pr P i ,MBN , a  is scheduled later than Pr P i ,MBN , b  on the BNM even though 

the opposite order is required.

7.7.  Proving that the given subproblem yields no better JS than a 
known one

If we have a JS with a "low enough" T F ,G , we can use constraint propagation to 

prove that the currently evaluated processing sequence on MBN  can not yield a JS 

with  a  lower  T F,G .  If  we do  not  have any  other  T F ,G ,  we  can calculate a 

minimum for T F ,G  in real-time, thus potentially provide an early warning for an 

inevitable failure. This is done via the Joinable Schedule Viability Test 1 (JSVT2) 

test, which is as follows.

- If the order of the processes on MBN  is set, and we are trying to find a JS, then the 

Exact Start Time (ExST) of PRi ,MBN
 can be calculated, as the processes on MBN  

follow each other without idle time. For any part Pai  which is processed on MBN  

we  can  calculate  an  Earliest  Finish  Time  (EFT)  as 

EFT Pai=ExST Pr i , MBN
T Pr i ,MBN

PostPT Pr i ,MBN
 .  If  MX  is  the  last 

machine for Pai , T F ,Mx
 can not be smaller than EFT Pai . Thus, T F ,Mx

 is the 

maximum of all EFT Pai  where MX  is the last machine for Pai . As T F,G  is 

the maximum of all  T F,Mj
, we have a minimum for T F ,G  as well, which is the 

total production time for the problem. Of course, the same calculation is possible 

with "second last machine" and "third last machine" instead of "last machine". If 
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any of these (real-time) computations for any process Pr i ,MBN
 yields a T F ,G  that is 

higher  than  the  T F ,G  of  a  known  JS,  then  the  Pr i ,MBN  is  a  JSVT2 witness, 

testifying that the currently evaluated process order on MBN  can not yield a better 

JS than the known one, because T S ,MBN
 and T F,MBN

 must be the same in all cases 

for Joinable Schedules.

7.8.  Finding a single Joinable Schedule

In [8], the final question in the final chapter is How to find "joinable schedules"?. 

Indeed, finding a JS can be tricky - especially if they do not exist1. For Example C, 

however, one exists2, as shown in Figure 7d.

Figure 7d - a (Trivial) Joinable Schedule that exists

A  systematic  approach  was  developed  to  find  joinable  schedules  (the  JSG 

algorithm) as follows.

a) First, the BNM is located and all processes on it are added to a list.

b) Then all permutations of this list are created (parallelize from this point).

c) Then, all permutations of this list are tested with the JSVT1 and the JSVT3 

tests.

d) Then,  for  all  passing  permutations,  constraints  are  propagated as  long  as 

possible. This will divide the processes into 3 categories.

1. Bounded processes, which are on the BNM has a bounded (set) start time.

2. Processes that depend on the bounded BNM processes are to be scheduled 

ASAP.

3. Processes that are prerequisites for the bounded BNM processes are to be 

scheduled ALAP.

1 To paraphrase Douglas Adams
2 Actually, there are three joinable schedules that end at 41.
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e) Then, a savepoint1 is created.

f) Then, as long as there is an unbounded ASAP process, the latest one is selected 

and is bound ASAP.2

g) Constraints are propagated. Any processes that has no binded process after them 

are set to ASAP.

h) If there is any process that is ASAP and is followed by a bound process, the 

scheduling is set to ALAP or unset, depending on whether there is a bounded 

process before  the  process.  This  step  is  necessary to  keep  scheduling  on 

non-bottleneck machines compact and thus to reduce T F, j−T S , j . 

i) The problem is tested with the JSVT2 test.

j) If possible, jump back to f.

k) Then, as long as there is an unbounded ALAP process, the latest one is selected 

and is bound ALAP, except if  that would make scheduling the other ALAP 

processes on the same machine impossible3, in which case the next latest ALAP 

process is selected and the step is repeated.4

l) Constraints are propagated.

m) The problem is tested with the JSVT2 test.

n) If possible, jump back to k.

o) If there are any unbound processes, bind them.5

p) If there is a clash between two tasks (there are two tasks which are forced into 

the same time window on the same machine), restore the savepoint at e) and 

branch with two different "force priority" constraints.

q) If there is no solution, restore the savepoint at e) and bound the ASAP processes 

1 time unit later an retry6, except if there is a more promising candidate from c), 

in which case we evaluate that first

7.9.  Relaxing Joinable Schedules

According to [8], "for a class of systems (where "joinable schedules" may be found) 

optimal  lot  streaming  realization  becomes  possible.".  As  we  found  problems 

1 As in an SQL transaction - if a problem occurs later, we can roll back to this point.
2 If there are more than one such, branch here.
3 For that, a savepoint and the implementation of branching is required.
4 If there are more than one such, branch here.
5 It is not clear what strategy is best here
6 It is not clear if this can or cannot result in an infinite cycle
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(Example A, Example B and Example E) for which there can be no JS, we found a 

new question - how can we define generalized joinable schedules in a way that it 

can exist  for  any problem? If  we can relax the rules of  JS in  a  way that  the 

mathematical background is still valid, we can find JS-equal schedules for problems 

with no JS. We already saw that CJS and PJS are possible even if JS are not, but 

there are cases, where processing on the BNM can not be continuous from T0 , and 

for such cases, we need a different approach.

One of the reasons for not finding a JS is that there is no task that can start at T0 . 

This is quite easy to detect (as a side effect of JSVT1) and can be patched by adding 

a new virtual task, that is only to be processed on MBN  and that needs processing 

exactly long enough to make processing on the MBN  continuous. In Example A2, 

Example A is patched with a new virtual task. With this new, virtual task added, the 

same algorithm finds a JS-like scheduling, as shown in Figure 7e.  Let us call this 

scheduling a Virtually Joinable Schedule (VJS).

   

Figure 7e - a VJS with a virtual task V and a JS for a similar problem.

Figure 7e also suggests that the VJS is equivalent to an existing JS of an other 

problem (Example A3) with the same processing times. Thus, we can use the same 

mathematical background of JS for VJS as well. To do so, we need to replace the 

constant Δτbδ  with ΔτbδT Prv ,MBN  in (11) in [8]. This is logical as Δτbδ  

represents the "Bottleneck idle  time after the continuous production run on the 

BNM"  and  T Pr v ,MBN  represents  the  "Bottleneck  idle  time  before  the 

continuous production run on the BNM". The set-up time of the virtual task should 

be zero. This virtual task approach is very practical as T Pr v ,MBN  is a constant 

produced by  JSVT1 as  a  side  effect.  This  might  look  inefficient  at  first,  but 

increasing T Pr v ,MBN  reduces  Δτbδ  except if the BNM is to finish last, as 

Δτbδ  is defined as T F ,G−T F ,MBN
 and increasing T Pr v ,MBN  increases T F,MBN

.
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The other reason for not finding a JS is the idle time between the tasks on the BNM. 

Although this seems to be a problem that is much more complex than the previous 

one, it is practically the same as we can increase the length of the virtual task to 

push the other process together on the BNM1.  For example,  Example B  can be 

patched with a virtual task as in Example B2, resulting in a JS, as seen in Figure 7f. 

The length of this virtual task is at least the maximum difference between the LST 

and EST mappings used in JSVT1, but as shown by Example B2, it might need to 

be higher - an iterative approach might be necessary to find the proper length of the 

virtual task. Let us call these schedules Virtually Continuous Joinable Schedules 

(VCJS). Mathematically,  Δτbδ  needs to be replace with  ΔτbδT Prv ,MBN  

here as well, if the scheduling found can be pipelined to be equivalent with a JS. On 

the  presented  example,  A4  can  be  pipelined  before  D4  and  a  continuous 

production run with a time of 20  can be used - but that way it would not be a JS 

because of the scheduling on M1 , M3  and M5 . The solution is to pipeline B1 , 

B3 ,  C2 ,  C3  and  A4  to  reach  T FG
=29  and  T F,MBN

=22 ,  as  shown in 

Figure 7g.

Figure 7f - a Virtually Continuous Joinable Schedule

Figure 7g - a Virtually Continuous Joinable Schedule, pipelined

1 Or even add more virtual tasks, which might be yield a shorter T F ,G
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7.10.  A little bit of post-JS optimization

If  a  set-up  time  is  greater  than  zero,  then  retooling  the  machine delays  the 

production of the next part on the machine, unless there is an idle time that is not 

less than the set-up time. In  Figure 20,  A2  and B2  can be shifted to the right 

with one time unit without increasing  T F ,G  - and if the set-up times are small 

enough, the created extra idle times eliminate the set-up times before  A2  and 

B2 . Similarly, after removing V4 , D4  can be shifted left, possibly eliminating 

the set-up time of D4  and C4 . These optimizations reduce the total production 

time of the JS and can be applied after the shortest JS candidates are selected. This 

method can only yield results in two cases. The first case is when there is a virtual 

task on the bottleneck machine. The second case is when the set-up times are not 

zero, and including them, a non-BNM has a higher production time than the BNM. 

Extra care should be taken when spacing the idle times as by increasing the W 

variable,  the  idle  times  between  tasks  are  reduced  but  the  set-up  times  are 

unchanged - thus, a set-up time that was eliminated with a certain W might be only 

reduced when W is increased - an although this post-JS optimization might need 

FEM, it can be done on idle CPU power while the JS is being executed.
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8.   Examples

This chapter contains a SIMONEK example and a joinable schedule example. 

Both examples are evaluated through a series of changes and all data require to 

reproduce them is embedded into the text of the examples. Although the details 

require familiarity with the SIMONEK and SISONEK frameworks, the examples 

can be red as a quick introduction to SIMONEK models and joinable schedules 

without being familiar with the details of the implementation.

8.1.  A SIMONEK example

Let us assume that we need to optimize a laptop repair shop's daily work, open 8 

hours a day.

Defective laptops are brought in by customers, so they are acquired at a zero 

price  but  the  supply  is  strictly  limited.  Defective  laptops  are  quick-tested 

when/before brought in so the source of the problem is known and falls into exactly 

one  of  the  four  categories  {motherboard  malfunction,  screen  malfunction, 

motherboard and screen malfunction, other}. Replacing either the motherboard, the 

screen or both requires one hour, one serviceman and one table. Fixing "other" 

problems requires half an hour, a serviceman and no table (the laptop does not need 

to be fully disassembled to a hundred pieces to replace the hard disk, to replace the 

memory,  or  to  reinstall  the  operating  system).  The  income is  HUF  6000  on 

motherboard replacement, HUF 4000 on display replacement and HUF 3000 on 

other repairs.

We employ some full-time serviceman, who are paid HUF 8000 a day and we 

can pull in up to two additional contractors on request who charge HUF 12000 per 

day.

Let us use the following variables (adding an X for LP as per tradition):

LM is a defective laptop with motherboard fault, initial stock is 6.

LD is a defective laptop with display fault, initial stock is 8.

LMD is a defective laptop with motherboard and display fault, initial stock is 4.

LO is a defective laptop with "other" fault, initial stock is 9.

LR is a repaired laptop, initial stock is 0.
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T is a table that can be used, constant 2.

SE is an employed serviceman, constant 2.

SC is a contractor serviceman, initial value is 0, can be increased up to 2.

H is a hour, initial value is 8, decreasing until zero.

M is 1000 HUF, initial value is 0.

We can model this problem in ILP as follows (in lp-solve format):
/* laptop.lp */
max: 6 XLM + 4 XLD + 10 XLMD + 3 XLO - 0 XSE - 12 XSC ;
0 <= XLM <= 6;
0 <= XLD <= 8;
0 <= XLMD <= 4;
0 <= XLO <= 9;
2 <= XSE <= 2;
0 <= XSC <= 2;
XLM + XLD + XLMD <= 16; /* T=2 H=8*/
XLM + XLD + XLMD + 0.5 XLO <= 8 XSE + 8 XSC; /* H(SE+SC) */
XLR = XLM + XLD + XLMD + XLO ;
int XSC, XSE, XLM, XLD, XLMD, XLO;

Solving this problem with
lp_solve data/jisimonek/work/laptop.lp

results in the value of 115 in a split second, namely HUF 115 000.

The same model in JISIMONEK:
# laptop.def
#Resources: Initial, SoftMin, SoftMax, HardMin, HardMax
R:LM 6 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:LD 8 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:LMD 4 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:LO 9 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:LR 0 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:T 0 MiV 2 0 MaV
R:SE 0 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:SC 0 MiV MaV 0 2
R:H 8 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:M 0 MiV MaV MiV MaV
#Goals LM LD LMD LO LR T SE SC H M
G:MinFinalResources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G:MaxFinalResources MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 MaV MaV MaV
G:FinalResourceValues 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -12 0 1
#Functions: Minimums
# Maximums
# Uses
#Functions: LM LD LMD LO LR T SE SC H M
F:R_M 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
1 0 0 0 -1 1 1 0 0 -6

F:R_D 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 1 0 0 -1 1 1 0 0 -4

F:R_MD 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 0 1 0 -1 1 1 0 0 -10

F:R_1O 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 -3

F:R_2O 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 0 0 2 -2 0 1 0 0 -6
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F:Idle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

F:Hour0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 0 MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -2 0 1 0

F:Hour1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 1 MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -3 0 1 0

F:Hour2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 2 MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -4 0 1 0

F:Contractor0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 8 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0

Solving this problem with
java -Xmx1g hu.bute.exf8ao.jisimonek.EntryPoint SimpleProblem laptop.def 
SimpleProblemSolver g=f,p=l,oc=t,mte=f,c2=f,ac1=f,ac2=f,rh=t,hh=t,rhh=f,md=64

results in the value of 115 in about twenty seconds, namely HUF 115 000. The 

question raises: why should we use JISIMONEK if the end result is the same, the 

model is more complicated and the processing is much slower? The answer is at the 

end of the output, in the solution (plan) line:
115   LM=0, LD=2, LMD=0, LO=0, LR=25, T=0, SE=0, SC=1, H=0, M=127   Actions 30 
(Hour0, R_MD, R_MD, Hour0, R_MD, R_MD, Hour0, R_M, R_M, Contractor, Hour1, R_M, R_M, 
R_2O, Hour1, R_M, R_M, R_2O, Hour1, R_2O, R_D, R_D, Hour1, R_D, R_D, R_2O, Hour1, 
R_D, R_D, R_1O)

This gives our staff  an exact plan (the first  serviceman should repair LMD, 

LMD, LM, LM, LM, L2O, LD, LD, the second one should repair MD, MD, M, M, 

M, D, D, D and the contractor should wait two hours and then repair 2O, 2O, D, 

2O, 1O). All three seem to be a greedy heuristic at first glance, but three separate 

greedy heuristics would dictate all the repairman to repair "other" laptops before 

"replace display" laptops, which would be a suboptimal solution because of the 

number of available tables, and although we expect them to realize the lack of free 

tables when they collide, it will be too late.

Also, we notice that we only need a contractor for 6 hours. Now let us assume 

that we agree with the contractor to work 6 hours for 10000 Forints. How could we 

modify the models to reflect this?

With SIMONEK, it is fairly easy, we simply duplicate the contractor function 

and change the value of  the minimum/maximum of hours as follows (relevant 

changes are marked with blue):
#Functions: LM LD LMD LO LR T SE SC H M
F:Contractor6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 6 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -2
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F:Contractor8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 8 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0

With ILP, is not that easy - we need to modify 6 lines and our model is getting 

more complex:
max: 6 XLM + 4 XLD + 10 XLMD + 3 XLO - 0 XSE - 12 XSC8 - 10 XSC6 ;
0 <= XSC8 <= 2;
0 <= XSC6 <= 2;
XSC6 + XSC8 <= 2;
XLM + XLD + XLMD + 0.5 XLO <= 8 XSE + 8 XSC8 + 6 XSC6; /* H*SE+6*SC6+8*XSC8 */
int XSC6, XSC8, XSE, XLM, XLD, XLMD, XLO;

Let us assume now that our contractor now asks for payment at the end of the 

first hour's work (money is instantly transferred when the laptop is repaired in the 

example). Again, this is quite easy in JISIMONEK, all we need is to change the 

minimum money values:
#Functions: LM LD LMD LO LR T SE SC H M
F:Contractor6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 6 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -2

F:Contractor8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 12
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 8 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0

In ILP, we have a problem - we had no variable for time and for the "current 

value" of money. This is not a problem in this specific case, as in the first two hours 

we can gain enough money to pay the contractor - but what if we could not? What if 

we start with a debt? How would we deal with that in ILP? And this leads us to a 

problem - what if the solution for the ILP problem is not feasible, although it looks 

so?

Let us assume that we have three tables instead of two but we need two tables 

for motherboard and/or display replacements instead of one. In our JISIMONEK 

model, the changes are:
#Resources: Initial, SoftMin, SoftMax, HardMin, HardMax
R:T 0 MiV 3 0 MaV
#Functions: LM LD LMD LO LR T SE SC H M
F:R_M 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0

MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
1 0 0 0 -1 2 1 0 0 -6

F:R_D 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 1 0 0 -1 2 1 0 0 -4

F:R_MD 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV
0 0 1 0 -1 2 1 0 0 -10

After running it, we get a value of 91 or 91 000 Forints. Similarly, we modify 

the ILP model:
2 XLM + 2 XLD + 2 XLMD <= 24; /* T=3 H=8*/
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After running it, we get a value of 108 - which is impossible, because on the 

three available tables, we can not replace more than one motherboard and/or display 

per hour, and the third table is absolutely useless for our service, we should have 

either two or four tables.

Although (I)LP is an invaluable tool on the higher levels of scheduling, and is 

able to calculate a maximum, SIMONEK has some practical advantages.

Now, as a final change, let us assume that we know that three laptops will arrive 

at  noon,  two  for  motherboard and  display  replacement and  one  with  "other" 

problem. Also, let us return to the 2/1 table model instead of this new 3/2. How do 

we model this  in SIMONEK? We triplicate the Hour functions and modify the 

constraints:
#Functions: LM LD LMD LO LR T SE SC H M
F:Hour0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0

MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 0 MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -2 0 1 0

F:Hour1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 1 MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -3 0 1 0

F:Hour2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 2 MaV MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -4 0 1 0

F:Hour0b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 0 4 MaV
0 0 -2 -1 0 -99 -2 0 1 0

F:Hour1b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 1 4 MaV
0 0 -2 -1 0 -99 -3 0 1 0

F:Hour2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 2 4 MaV
0 0 -2 -1 0 -99 -4 0 1 0

F:Hour0c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 0 3 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -2 0 1 0

F:Hour1c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 1 3 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -3 0 1 0

F:Hour2c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV MaV 0 2 3 MaV
0 0 0 0 0 -99 -4 0 1 0

Of course, this model might still looks overwhelmingly complex for a simple 

serviceman -  when we introduce SIMONEK to the laptop repair shop, we will 

create a simple GUI that automatically generates and SIMONEK models and also 

checks the results against lp-solve.

8.2.  A joinable schedule example

Let us consider a scheduling example with 3 machines and 4 parts. Each part is 

processed on one or more machines in a predetermined order and each processing 
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takes a predetermined amount of time. The number of parts is given as the lot size 

for each part,  and processing does not  require assembly or disassembly.  For a 

moment, let  us  forget  about  set-up  times. The following table summarizes the 

names, lot sizes, processing order, route and processing time of the parts:
# example_i.def
# Name Lot size Machine/Time Machine/Time Machine/Time

PA 300 M1/4 M2/4 M3/4
PB 300 M2/1 M1/2 M3/3
PC 300 M2/2 M1/4
PD 300 M3/3 M1/2 M2/3

Thus, we need to produce 300 units of PA, which needs to be processed on M1 

for 4 time units, then on M2 for 4 time units, then on M3 for 4 time units.

We locate the bottleneck machine, which is the machine with the highest total 

load - in this case, it is M1, with a total load of 12, thus no scheduling can finish 

sooner than 12 time units.

Let us run the SISONEK program with this example as input:
java hu.bute.exf8ao.sisonek.EntryPoint example_i.def 100

The result is the Joinable Schedule, which requires 15 time units, as seen in 

Figure 8a.

Figure 8a - A Joinable Schedule

Why do we call that schedule a joinable schedule? Because it can be joined with 

itself - it's Gantt diagram can be copied and joined so that there will be no idle time 

on the bottleneck machine, which is a minimum of the processing time, as seen in 

Figure 8b.

Figure 8b - A Joinable Schedule joined three times
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What is the importance of this? Well, if we are splitting the lot sizes into three, 

instead of joining three schedules, the resulting schedule only requires 13 time 

units, as seen in Figure 8c.

Figure 8c - A Joinable Schedule as lot streaming, W=3.

Clearly,  with  an  infinite  W,  which  denotes the  number of  slices,  the  total 

processing time is 12 time units, which is the optimum. But we have to remember 

now that the set-up times are not zero, therefore W is limited in the sense - if we 

split the lots to W pieces, the set-up times occur W times. All tasks have a set-up 

time and a tear-down time, but for the sake of simplicity, let us assume that all the 

tear-down times are  zero and all  set-up  times on  any  machine other  than  the 

bottleneck are also zero. Let us also assume that the set-up times on the bottleneck 

machine depend only on the part currently processed and that they do not depend on 

the previously processed parts. Now, as all tasks on the bottleneck machine will be 

scheduled sooner or later, their order does not change the sum of the set-up times - 

let us call this sum the SoSUT. Let us assume that SoSUT is one time unit and draw 

it in orange in our example, as seen in Figure 8d.

Figure 8d - A Joinable Schedule with set-up times, SoSUT=1.

When we split the lots in this Joinable Schedule to three slices, the set-up times 

remain unchanged, thus the completion time on the bottleneck machine increases, 

as seen in Figure 8e.

Figure 8e - A Joinable Schedule with set-up times as lot streaming, W=3, SoSUT=1.
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It  is  clearly displayed in  Figure 8d  and  Figure 8e  that as  W increases, the 

completion time of the bottleneck machine increases and the completion times of 

the critical machines decrease. If we introduce set-up on other machines as well and 

assume that the SoSUT is the same for all machines, we have two effects on the 

completion times of non-bottleneck machines. First, as W increases, the completion 

time decreases, because of the Joinable Schedule used. Second, as  W increases, 

because of the set-up times, the completion time increases. In total, as W increases, 

the completion time decreases for a while and then increases - the optimum can be 

calculated according to [8] and is displayed as 
SoSUT=1.0, W=2 and FinishTime is 15.5

when running SISONEK as:
java hu.bute.exf8ao.sisonek.EntryPoint example_i.def 100 1

For an other example with a longer pedigree, which was mentioned as "... we 

could not find an initial joinable schedule for the original example (it may exist)." 

in [7], presented as Example C in the Appendix, Figure 8f and Figure 8g summarize 

some values of SoSUT and the resulting completion times.
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Figure 8f - The effect of SoSUT on completion time, (inverse) log2 scale.
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Figure 8g - The effect of SoSUT on completion time, (inverse) log10 scale.
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9.   Theses

This chapter sums of the theses of the Author, presented in two groups. The first 

group summarizes results  about  SIMONEK and the Forfex-algorithm while the 

second is about joinable schedules.

9.1.  Thesis Group 1: SIMONEK and the Forfex-algorithm.

The SIMONEK model is a mathematical tool and software framework to model 

and to solve scheduling problems. The Forfex-algorithm1 is an algorithm which 

eliminates some unnecessary redundancies and displays the eliminated routes as if a 

symbolic reduction algorithm would. When used with a non-shrinking search, the 

Forfex-algorithm will find the generators of some redundancies first.

1a. I  defined RAC models and I  designed, defined and developed a  RAC 

model named SIMONEK.

1b. I  designed  and  implemented a  software  methodology  for  SIMONEK 

models as a Java framework, which I named JISIMONEK and for which I 

released the source code2. I tested and analyzed the framework through a 

series of various scenarios, which I implemented as examples.

1c. To  reduce  complex RAC  models,  I  designed a  general  algorithm  to 

effectively filter out  zero loops and equal-effect action sequences from 

RAC models (specifically, from JISIMONEK models) and named it the 

Forfex-algorithm.

1d. I proved that any non-shrinking search used with the Forfex-algorithm will 

find the base zero loops  with  the form of  BO  before finding their 

closures with the form of BA∗O , where B  is an action sequence, O  

is a zero loop and A  is a positive integer.

1 Forfex is scissors in Latin
2 Available under the GNU public license from www.sourceforge.net
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1e. I proved that any non-shrinking search used with the Forfex-algorithm will 

find the base zero loops with the form of  BO1  and  BO2  before 

finding their closures with the form of BA1∗O1A2∗O2 , where B  is 

an action sequence, O1  and O2  are zero loops and both A1  and A2  are 

positive integers.

1f. I proved that any non-shrinking search used with the Forfex-algorithm will 

find the  base zero loops  with  the  form of  BO1 ,BO2 , ,BOn  

before  finding  their  non-trivial  linear  combination  with  the  form  of 

BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On  where B  is an action sequence, O i

are zero loops and Ai  are positive integers.
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9.2.  Thesis Group 2: Joinable Schedules

Joinable Schedules methodology is an efficient way to find schedules for n/m 

job-shop problems with a known distance from the optimal schedule even if the 

optimal schedule is not feasible.

2a. I proved that there are Joinable Schedules which do not pass the joinability 

test and I named them Curiously Joinable Schedules. I proved that there are 

schedules that are not Joinable Schedules but can be pipelined in a way that 

they are equivalent with Joinable Schedules in efficiency and I named them 

Pipelineable Joinable Schedules.

2b. I discovered and implemented a fast1 test to prove that a given ordering of 

the tasks on the BNM2 cannot yield a Joinable Schedule. I discovered and 

implemented a fast3 test to prove that a given ordering of the tasks on the 

BNM cannot yield a Joinable Schedule, if a part is allowed to be processed 

on the BNM twice or more.

2c. I discovered and implemented a fast4 test to prove that a given ordering of 

the tasks on the BNM cannot yield a better solution than an already known 

Joinable Schedule.

2d. I designed and implemented a simulation platform to study and visualize 

Joinable Schedules in Java, which I  named SISONEK and for which I 

released the source code5.

2e. I discovered, implemented and analyzed an algorithm that is able to find 

and  classify  Joinable  Schedules,  Curiously  Joinable  Schedules  and 

Pipelineable Joinable Schedules in many cases. The algorithm also proves 

the non-existence of Joinable Schedules in many other cases, incorporating 

the researched tests, although for sufficiently large problems, the algorithm 

will not yield any answer. However, in some cases, the resulting schedule 

is the global optimum, thus these cases are perfectly solved.

1 o n  if n  is the number of parts on the BNM

2 Bottleneck Machine

3 o m∗n  if n  is the number of parts on the BNM and m  is the maximum number of processings per part

4 o m∗n  if n  is the number of parts on the BNM and m  is the maximum number of processings per part

5 Available under the GNU public license from www.sourceforge.net
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2f. I  generalized Joinable Schedules  by  adding Virtual  Parts, enabling the 

algorithm to find schedules that are similar to Joinable Schedules in their 

efficiency in the cases where the non-existence of  Joinable Schedules is 

proven, and I  named these schedules  Virtually  Joinable  Schedules and 

Virtually Continuous Joinable Schedules.
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9.3.  Proof for 1d, 1e and 1f:

The  N  zero loop is a non-trivial linear combination of the  O1 ,O2,,On  

zero loops, containing the O i  zero loops Ai0  times, having the B  base:

BN=BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On

As the Forfex-algorithm detects zero-loops by identifying the nodes by their 

resource  difference  hashes,  which  is  zero  for  all  zero  loops,  so 

BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On  and B  will end up with the same hash value, 

thus they will be compared.

Let us use the || operator to denote the length of an action sequence.

As ∣XY∣=∣X∣∣Y∣ ,

∣BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On∣=∣B∣A1∗∣O1∣A2∗∣O2∣An∗∣On∣

and 

∣BOi∣=∣B∣∣Oi∣

For non-trivial linear combinations, either n1  or Ai1  holds.

If Ai1  holds, then by dropping all Oz  where i≠z  (for any 0zn ),

∣BN∣=∣BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On∣∣B∣Ai∗∣Oi∣

As Ai1 , we see that ∣BN∣∣B∣∣Oi∣

If  Ai=1  holds, then n1 , so by dropping all  Oz  where i≠z  and j≠z  

(for any 0zn  and i≠ j ), we reduce ∣BN∣ .

∣BN∣=∣BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On∣∣B∣∣Oi∣A j∗∣O j∣

As A j0  and ∣O j∣0 , A j∗∣O j∣0 , therefore,

∣BN∣=∣BA1∗O1A2∗O2An∗On∣∣B∣∣Oi∣A j∗∣O j∣∣BO i∣

That is, in either case, ∣BN∣∣BO i∣  holds for any i , and as the search used 

with  the Forfex-algorithm is  non-shrinking,  BOi  cannot be found later than 

BN , which is QED.
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10.   Conclusion and further research

10.1.  Conclusion and further research in (JI)SIMONEK

SIMONEK is  a  modeling  language which  can  be  used  to  model  different 

resource-action-constraint  problems.  Some  of  these  problems  are  hard,  if  not 

impossible,  to  model in  scheduling  models,  if  the  details  and readability  is  a 

concern. The speed of the JISIMONEK framework is not comparable with methods 

like  the ILP,  but  is  suitable  for some practical applications.  The output  of  the 

JISIMONEK framework is easy to interpret by humans and the Forfex-algorithm 

produces an output that is seemingly a product of a symbolic reduction algorithm.

There is still  room for improvement in automatic constraint  propagation and 

automatic heuristic deployment in JISIMONEK, and the Author believes that with 

proper automatic model transformation tools, many interesting facts, and possibly 

new algorithms might emerge  from processing  problems from other  modeling 

languages with JISIMONEK.

The Author also believes that  some special domains (food industry,  medical 

industry) might gain considerable advantage from using SIMONEK, especially if 

domain-specific  automated  model  transformers  and  domain-specific  graphical 

modeling tools were developed.

10.2.  Conclusion and further research in Joinable Schedules 

Joinable schedules can be  an  efficient  tool  in  fighting  complexity  with  lot 

streaming in scheduling problems. Figure 9a and Figure 9b displays some results of 

running the algorithm described in the chapter "Joinable Schedules", with the q) 

point  of  the  algorithm disabled for  performance reasons. These results  do  not 

provide a statistical analysis, they are just  an indication of performance,  as the 

lengths of the processing times were generated by a uniform distribution and the 

program was run on hyperthreaded processors, so the timeout is not precise. Yet, the 

numbers provide an insight into the current efficiency of the SISONEK software 

package. It can be seen that for four machines and four to twelve parts, a positive 

result is received in twenty to seventy percent of the cases. The Author believes that 
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with the increasing number of cores, running several algorithms based on different 

strategies against a given problem, by comparing the results, many problems can be 

efficiently  solved,  and  that  the  algorithm  described  in  the  chapter  "Joinable 

Schedules" is a suitable algorithm for such processing.
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Figure 9a - Result distribution of SISONEK, random examples, 4 machines and 4 parts.
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Figure 9b - Result distribution of SISONEK, random examples, 8 and 12 parts.

In Figure 9a and Figure 9b, YES means that a joinable schedule was found, GO 

means that a global optimum was found (as for Example G), PN means that the 

program proved  the  non-existence  of  joinable  schedules,  VIR means that  the 

program proved the non-existence of joinable schedules but found out that similar 

results can be achieved with virtual task(s), PIPE means that a possible pipelineable 

joinable schedule was found (but no trivial joinable schedule or curiously joinable 

schedule was found), MB means that there are multiple bottleneck machines, NF 

means that no joinable was found, TO means that the program timed out, and ERR 

means that an error (e. g. a machine without any work) was found.
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Pipelineability has an interesting, but practical side effect - the work prepared in 

advance for the next round of the schedule might eliminate some of the set-up times 

and thus further reduce the completion time - for this reason, pipelineability might 

be investigated even in cases when it is unnecessary.

Multiple  bottlenecks can be  handled by  choosing  a  different machine as  a 

bottleneck machine on each run and then comparing the results, but the Author 

hopes that there are more efficient ways for problems where a subset of machines 

are the bottlenecks - even if their load is not identical, but close to that.

Pipelineability is an interesting issue and it is still an open question if there 

exists an algorithm that can prove that a possibly pipelineable schedule is not really 

pipelineable without applying a full enumeration methods.

The author finds it an interesting question how Virtual and Virtually Continuous 

Joinable  Schedules are  pipelineable  and  whether  their  efficiency matches  the 

efficiency of Trivially Joinable Schedules.

Although it might increase the complexity of the problem with little or no gain, 

it  is  interesting whether complex set-up times (e. g. when the set-up time also 

depends on the previous part) change the efficiency of Joinable Schedules.

Is it not clear if there are any cases in which there is an advantage of having 

more than one virtual tasks in Virtually Continuous Joinable Schedules.
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List of Abbreviations

ALAP As Late As Possible

ASAP As Soon As Possible

BrFS Breadth First Search

BNM Bottleneck Machine

CJS Curiously Joinable Schedule

DFS Depth-First Search

EEAS Equal-Effect Action Sequence

FIFO First In First Out

GPL GNU Public License, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

ICT Information and Communication Technology

ILP Integer Linear Programming

ITAHO In the Author's Humble Opinion

JISIMONEK a Java Implementation of SIMONEK

JS Joinable Schedule

LCFS Least Change (in goodness) First Search

LP Linear Programming

MILP Mixed Integer (/ Rational) Linear Programming

NP Non-deterministic Polynomial time complexity class

P Polynomial time complexity class

PERT Program/Project Evaluation and Review Technique

PJS Pipelineable Joinable Schedule

RLP Rational Linear Programming

RS Random Search

SIMONEK SImulation and MOdeling NEtworK

TJS Trivial Joinable Schedule

ZL Zero Loop
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 Appendix

Appendix A1 - A trivial example
# TrivialExample.def
# (MaV = plus infinite, MiV=minus infinite)
# Resources: Initial, SoftMin, SoftMax, HardMin, HardMax
R:WorkingHours 8 MiV MaV 0 MaV
R:Money 0 MiV MaV MiV MaV
# Goals
G:MinFinalResources     0 0
G:MaxFinalResources     0 MaV
G:FinalResourcesValues  0 1
# Functions: Name, Minimums, Maximums, Uses
F:Eat    1 MiV MaV MaV 1 5
F:Rest     1 MiV MaV MaV 1 0
F:Work 1 MiV MaV MaV 1 -50

Appendix A2 - An ILP example
# ExternalExample.def
# Origin: http://www.see.ed.ac.uk/~jwp/MSO/section5/milp.html
# Note: There is a C<=20 on the page with the original problem.
# max: 20 x1 + 6 x2 + 8 x3; // Function F
# 0.8 x1 + 0.2 x2 + 0.3 x3 <= 20; // Constraint C1
# 0.4 x1 + 0.3 x2 + 0.0 x3 <= 10; // Constraint C2
# 0.2 x1 + 0.0 x2 + 0.1 x3 <=  5; // Constraint C3

Appendix B - joinable schedule examples

Example A (example_a.def)

Name/Qty. Process1 Process2
PA/300 M1/1 M2/2
PB/300 M1/2 M2/2

Example A2 (example_a2.def)

Name/Qty. Process1 Process2
PA/300 M1/1 M2/2
PB/300 M1/2 M2/2
PV/300 M2/1

Example A3 (example_a3.def)

Name/Qty. Process1 Process2
PA/300 M2/2 M1/1
PB/300 M2/2 M1/2

Example B (example_b.def)
Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M4/3 M2/4 M3/6 M5/4
PB/300 M3/3 M1/5 M2/11 M4/8
PC/350 M2/1 M3/4 M5/8 M4/6 M1/4
PD/400 M2/2 M4/3 M1/8 M3/1 M5/5
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Example B2 (example_b2.def)
Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M4/3 M2/4 M3/6 M5/4
PB/300 M3/3 M1/5 M2/11 M4/8
PC/350 M2/1 M3/4 M5/8 M4/6 M1/4
PD/400 M2/2 M4/3 M1/8 M3/1 M5/5
PV/400 M4/9

Example C (example_c.def)
Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M1/9 M2/4 M3/6 M5/4
PB/300 M3/3 M1/5 M2/11 M4/8
PC/350 M1/6 M3/4 M5/8 M4/6 M2/4
PD/400 M2/7 M4/3 M1/8 M3/8 M5/5

Example D (example_d.def)

Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M2/1 M3/1
PB/300 M3/1 M1/3 M4/1 M2/1
PC/300 M1/1

Example E (example_e.def)

Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M1/1
PB/300 M2/1 M1/1
PC/300 M3/2 M1/1 M2/1

Example F (example_f.def)
Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M1/9 M3/2 M5/4
PB/300 M3/5 M1/5 M2/11 M4/8
PC/350 M1/6 M3/3 M5/3 M4/3 M2/2
PD/400 M2/4 M4/3 M1/8 M3/13 M5/5

Example G (example_g.def)
Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M1/4
PB/300 M2/1 M1/1 M3/3 M1/1
PC/350 M2/1 M1/1 M3/2 M1/1
PD/400 M2/3 M3/3 M1/3

Example H - omitted

Example I (example_i.def)
Name/Qty. Process1 Process2 Process3 Process4 Process5
PA/300 M1/4 M2/4 M3/4
PB/300 M2/1 M1/2 M3/3
PC/300 M2/2 M1/4
PD/300 M3/3 M1/2 M3/3
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